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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 30 In Our 96th Year
Change In Auto Title
Law Has Local Support
County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris and local new car
dealers follow statewide pat-
terns in their opinions on a state
auto title law.
The idea of a vehicle title law
in Kentucky recently received
the public support of a number
of key state officials and
businessmen but debate still
continues over how such a law
should be administered.
Kentucky state police of-
ficials strongly favor a cen-
tralized title law, with ad-
ministration at a central state
office, on the grounds that it
would help in the effort to find
stolen vehicles.
But the county clerks and
auto dealers argue, and the
local representatives of both
groups agree, that the law
should be administered on a
local level, with the clerks
issuing the titles to automobiles.
Aubrey Hatcher, president of
the Murray New Car Dealers
Association, said he feels his
organization would favor local
administration of a title law
because of the time factor in
receiving a title from a central
state office. Hatcher said that a
central title law would
especially affect used car
dealers who deal in a large
number of cars, because if they
have to keep the cars long
enough to get titles from a
central office, they are losing
money. Cars sitting on a lot
waiting on titles are costing the
dealers money, he said.
Clerk Harris bases his sup-
port for a local title law on the
same argument, saying that it
sometimes takes three months
to receive dealer lags from the
state now, and he feels that title
returns would follow a similar
pattern.
Harris said that while he does
not oppose a title law, he feels
that if the current system was
handled effectively there would
be no need for a title. However,
Harris said that the clerks'
association has accepted the
fact that a title law will even-
tually become a reality and now
is fighting only to keep it at a
local level.
At a public hearing conducted
by a special interim legislative
subcommittee, which is draf-
ting title law legislation for the
1976 General Assembly, several
arguments were presented to a
centralized title law by both
county clerks and auto dealers.
Their objections were that a
title law would:
—Place an added financial
burden on the consumer of $5 or
$6 per title certificate and in-
creased paperwork for clerks
and dealers;
—Delay by as much as two
months the dealer's receipt of
the title from Frankfort;
—Curb revenues for county
court clerks. The Christian
County court clerk figured a
loss of $35,000 in recording fees
would be brought on by a
centrally administered title
law.
Locally, Harris did not feel
that a central title law would
mean less revenue to his office,
but that it would mean more
cost to the car owner.
Kentucky is the only state in
the nation currently without a
vehicle title law.
Lt. Richard McQuown, head
of the State Police Auto Theft
Section, listed several
arguments for a centralized
title law, among them:
—Uniformity of filing and
issuance is guaranteed at the
state level, but now is seldom
achieved with 120 different
clerks working under a locally
administered law;
—Each vehicle could be
checked for stolen or wanted
identification before
registration, which would not be
the case under local ad-
ministration;
—A higher percentage of
property taxes would be
collected due to correct mailing
addresses, which would not be
so under local issue;
—Titles issued from one
(See Auto Titles, Page 16,







FIRST GRADE STUDENTS AT East Elementary School all take part in the
oral reading session taught by Mrs. Makine Pool At left, Jeff Clendenen 
takes his turn at reading aloud. Other students pictured are Trevor Her-
ndon, Greg Edmonson and Michael Bryan. -
Stall Photos by Dave Celaya
Funds Cutback Shouldn't
Drastically Hurt County
County Judge Robert 0.
Miller has said that a $2.1
million cutback in jobless aid
funds for Kentucky should not
substantially affect Calloway
County.
Miller said this morning that
Aocatil —afer's Association
Supports Usage Tax Changes
Both car dealers and con-
sumer advocates have long
called for an end to what has
widely been termed a grossly
unfair usage tax on automobiles
in Kentucky.
New car buyers must pay five
per cent usage tax on the sticker
price of a new automobile,
regardless of the purchase price
of the car or the difference
actually paid in cash between
that and the trade-in allowance.
Also, when licensing a used
car, buyers must pay five per
cent of the book value, regar-
dless of the amount paid for the
car. Kentucky law does provide
that when a buyer purchases a
used car, and trades-in his old
one, the tax is paid only on the
cash difference.
Locally, Aubrey Hatcher, as
representative of the new car
dealers here, said that of-
tentimes new car sales are lost
because of the high cost of
licensing a new car, and added
that the law actually hurts the
new car business.
County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris called the law "con-
fusing" and said that it is very
difficult to explain to a new car
buyer why he has to pay what is
called "sales tax" on the full
price of a new car, regardless of
the cash transaction involved.
Revenue Commissioner
Maurice Carpenter testified at a
recent legislative SOO-
enmmittpe apeeinn that tha
system overall is well-
administered but added that
"We do admit there may be
inequity" in failing to handle
the tax by cash flow rather than
arbitrary sticker prices.
At the urging of the sub-
committee, he said he would
come up with estimates on the
cost of the state of switching to
the cash difference system.
"We are looking at this from
the administrative angle only,"
Carpenter said after the
meeting. "We don't want to get
involved in whether it's a good
or bad tax or cures any social
evils."
Carpenter said that after the
department gives the revenue
implications of a change in the
taxing method of new cars it
will be up to the legislature and
Miss Murray State
To Be Chosen In
Pageant March 1
A search for the coed to wear
the crown of Miss Murray State
University in the Miss Kentucky
'Pageant in Louisville in June
will come to an end on March 1.
She will be chosen from
among 12 finalists who have
been selected to compete in the
annual Miss Murray State
University Scholarship Pageant






junior; and Karen Gordon,
freehman, both of Benton; Vicki
Hernis, Louisville sophomore;
Helen 0-Nan, Sturgis junior;
Gwendolyn Parker, Hopkin-
sville junior; Toni Reeves,
Richton Park, m., freshman;
Cindy Sexton, St. Louis, Mo..
junior; Nettie Saner- Peter--
gbUrg, sopliOrnarel 'Paula
Jo Waggoner, Paducah junior;
and Norma Wells, Murray
senior.
They were selected by judges
from among 40 hopefuls in a
preliminary judging based on
talent, interviews and swimsuit
competition. The winner will
compete in the state pageant for
the right to represent Kentucky
in the Miss American Pageant
next fall in Atlantic City, N. J.
Mike Stallings, an Owensboro
junior who is serving as pageant
chairman, said the theme of the
production this year is "A
Dream Come True." The
reigning Miss Murray State,
Greta Armstrong, a Greenville
sophomore, will perform, as
well as relinquishing the title.
Darlene Compton of
Louisville, the current Miss
Kentucky, will serve as
mistress of ceremonies for the
event. The pageant will also
feature Robbie Lynn Holcomb
Leech of leuisville, a farmer
Miss Kentacky: Bhth women
will present vocal numbers
during the show.
(See Miss MSU, Page 16i
the highway department to
decide what should be done.
The highway agency obtains
an estimated $57 million an-
nually for its road fund from the
usage tax, and the road fund has
been in financial difficulties
since the onset of the energy
crisis. . --
Exilic !late! crf. the w.ntorky
Automobile Dealers Asaociatioti_
- said Kentucky isWe only state
in the nation which charges the
usage tax on the full sticker
price regardless of trade.
the county will only receive
$51,000 of the original estimate
of $9.1 million, and the cutback
shouldn't drastically hurt
Calloway County.
The local Judge said,
however, that he has received
no official word on any projects
that may be affected here.
U. S. Labor Department of-
ficials say there is little chance
an error in calculation was
responsible for the 62.1 million
cutback in jobless aid funds
expected for the state.
The state's congressional det.
egation and Gov. Julian Carroll
asked for a recalculation aftc
the Labor Department said
Kentucky would be getting an
appropriation 23 per cent small-
er than expected.
The program is to provide
public service jobs for the
-unemployed for a year.
Originally Kentucky s appro-
priation had been estimated- at
$9.1 million. Using updated fig-
ures, however, the Labor De-
partment now has dropped the
total to $7 million.
Calloway 4-H Council
Wins Purchase Award
The Calloway County 9-H
Council won first place 4n
competition with other counties
in the Purchase Area for the
award given each year to the
Council who submits the best
yearly report. Ballard County 4-
H Council won second prize.
The Council Book was
prepared by 4-H leaders and
members who had specific
responsibilities of certain 4-H
program areas.
Mrs. Gerald Coles and Mrs.
Cecil Like were 4-H leaders who
were responsible for compiling
and completing the book with
help from Mrs. Ernest Madrey.
The book contains program
evaluations by leaders and 4-
H'ers. Pictures, news clippings
•ttr.+uttlsEiA.18
and 4-H Council minutes are
also included in the report.
Four-H Council Officers for
1975 are; President - Mrs. Larue
Sledd; vice-president - Mrs.
Calvin Morris; secretary - Mrs.
Dorothy Kernell; treasurer -
Dan Shipley.
The Council has plans for 1975
4-H Program emphasis and a 4-
H calendar will be printed. This
calendar of events can be
picked up at the County Ex-
tension Office.
The Council Report is now on
display in the Murray-Calloway
County Library and will be for
the first two weeks of the
month. Anyone interested in
learning more about 4-H can





To File For Council
The first person to file for the
Murray City Council election in
the May Democratic Primary
has returned his papers to
County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris.
Harris said Billy Bakntine
has filed for City Council in the
May primary. The Murray




Sen. Dee Huddleston and Rep.
Carroll Hubbard announced a
grant in the amount of $35,000
for the continuation of a project
at Murray State University.
The project, Which is funded
by an educational institutional
grant for research, is under the
direction of Dr. Marshall
Gordon.
The project is entitled
."klentifteation of Organic








Sports. . . .6, 7, 9
Comics, Crossword.. .13, 14
Classifieds. . . .14, 15
Deaths & Funerals. . .16
Weather Forecast
Cloudy and cold with snow
flurries likely knight and
Thursday. Low tonight in the
low to mid 20s and high Thurs-
day in the mid 30s.
Outlook Friday through Sun-
day: Mostly cloudy throughout
the period. Snow showers Fri-
day with a chance of showers
Sunday. lows Friday in the low
to mid teens, highs around 30.
Warming through the period.
Lows on Sunday in the 308 and










Otrtshanding- Couneil-illwarrd fur the' POTtiiise Arel 1-.300vOrl 15-y the"Gitoway County 4-1t
Council. Members include, left to right, Mrs. Dorothy Kernell, secretary, Mrs. Calvin Moms, vice-
president, Mrs. larue Stedd, president, Mrs. Gerald Coles Mre Ernest Madrey, and Mrs. Cecil
like, leaders who prepared book for the award,
Several Incidents Solved By
Murray Police; Four Charged
The Murray City Police have
been quite occupied in recent
days with several in-
vestigations, not the least of
which was the near death of a
man, allegedly over a bucket of
chicken.
Police said Charles Cokolow,
age 72, 113 Spruce, is charged
with first degree assault ' in
connection with an incident
which sent Robert E. Young,
age 51, to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Hospital officials listed Young
in fair condition this morning.
The incident occurred at about
10:30 p. m. Monday. Police said
the argument appears to have
started over an order of
chicken, and said that Cokolow
struck Young several times
with an iron pipe causing severe
head injuries.
Cokolow, who is charged with
the Class B felony under the
new Penal Code, will come
before the current term of the
Grand Jury. He is being held in
city jail without bond at this
time, according to police.
In other action, police
recovered a car stolen January
26 from Guy Spann, and have
charged two persons in the
theft.
The car was recovered on
January 29, and a 17-year old
juvenile was charged yesterday
in the theft, as well as 29-year
old James Atkins. Both are
charged with auto theft, and
Atkins is being held on 61,000
bond in city jail. He is also
wanted in Michigan for parole
violation, police said.
Two cameras which were in
the car when it was stolen were
also recovered by police, who
said they were purehaseci by a
15-year old juvenile. The 15-
year old was not charged in nas
incident.
Also recovered Monday night
was a car stolen ffom Harold
Brittairi, according to police,
who said that the same 17-year
old juvenile that was involved in
the Spann car theft was ap-
prehended in the Brittain car.
In a separate incident, police
have charged another 17-year
old juvenile with theft by
unlawful taking, another new
crime under the penal code, in
connection with entry to five
homes in an area of Murray.
Police said the five incidents
occurred last May, when the
juvenile allegedly entered
homes at 216 South 12th, 212
South 12th, 210 South 13th, and
211 South 13th, and another
home.
In a final incident, a heater
stolen from Kentucky Fried
Chicken was recovered' by
police, restitution was made,
and no charges were placed--
Theheater was taken last
month, by an unidentified
customer of the firm.
LBL Director Says Access To
Cemeteries Will Remain Open
"The access to existing
cemeteries will always remain
free and open to visiting
relatives even though road
patterns in Land Between The
Lakes may change over the
years to meet the needs of
recreation traffic," Dr. Frank
Holland, Manager of Land
Between The Lakes, said today.
Dr. Holland's comment was
issued in response to a con-
troversy generated by TVA's
request that Trigg County
Fiscal Court consider tran-
sferring its roads within the
project to TVA.
A group, calling itself the
"Between the Lakes Com-
mittee." is circulating a petition
in six western Kentucky
counties urging that operation
of the LBL recreational area be
taken away from the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
TVA's operation of the area,
the petition charges, has
resulted in "total destruction of
the confidence of the people in
the integrity of and motives of
Access to cemeteries has
been of concern to citizens who
have relatives and loved ones
buried on the 170,000-acre
Federal project. TVA officals
report more than 200
cemeteries exist within the
area.
"Existing roads to these
cemeteries will be maintained
or, if they are changed, new
access will be provided,- Dr.
Holland said. "We may close
the roads into them at night or
during hunting seasons, but we
will do this only to protect the
cemeteries from potential
accidental damage or van-
dalism; even during these
periods we will make
arrangements with
representatives of the
cemeteries for any who wish to
visit them."
"There will be no charge for
this service or for maintaining
the access roads, nor will we
charge users of the cemeteries
i See I,BL, Page 16i
First Region Speech Tournament
Drama Competition Slated At MSU
Students at both senior and
junior high school levels will
present one-act plays during the
First Region Speech Tour-
nament drama competition to
be held in Murray Saturday,
Feb. 8_
Sponsored by the High School
Speech league of Kentucky, the
event marks the first time
junior high schools have par-
ticipated in the drama
category. That competition will
be held from 9 a.m. to noon at
Murray Middle School.
Competition at the senior high
school level wit? begin at 8 a.m.
in the auditorium of the




Paducah, Lone Oak Middle
School and freshmen from
Calloway County High School.
Senior high—Ballard
Memorial, Calloway County,
Farmington, Heath, Lone Oak,
Marshall County, Murray,
Paducah Tilghman and Trigg
County.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the Department of Com-
munications at Murray State, is
the regional tournament
manager. Counties in the First






Each school is allowed one
hour for its presentation, which-
includes a maximum of 35
minutes for the play, along with
time for changing sets
Trophies will be awarded to
the winning school in each
division. Silver julep cups will
also be presented to the best
actor and actress in each
division, along with certificates
to the 10-member all star 'cast\
selected in each.
The winning school in each
division will advance to the
State Speech Tournament in
Lexington April 25-26 to com-
pete against winners from the
other 11 regions in Kentucky. ,
Winners at each level will be
determined by a panel of three
judges.
The series of First 'Region
Speech Tournament will con-
tinue in Murray with . CUns,
petition- at both serial' Ste' —
junior high school levels in
debate March 8 and in in-
dividual speech events March -
15.
CCO
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DAR Chapter Plans Meet fk I hr Niurrn,14-.1grr I- I 11114,The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will have
a luncheon meeting on Satur-
day. February 8, at twelve noon
at the Murray Woman's club
House.
Mrs. Morgan Cardwell of
Russellville, district director of
the DAR, will be a special guest.
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senior at Murray High School,
will be presented with the Good
Citizenship medal.
Special music will be
presented by Marie- Taylor,
agcisiant professor of music at
Murray State University.
Reservations should be made
by Thursday evening by calling
Maude Nance, vice-regent,
phone 436-5510.
IIIIII MINIM MYR kat:MMUS isimik meeleee
set70,11WIMOD0116----
bole Rid OEM JIG AJSUSANCIIII
4111111111P111111, Imo* Mao en. FOIM NM WM .0 MI
OIMISIMM11101.1101.
7:25, 9:20 + 2:30 Sat., Sun. No Passes. $2.00 & $1.00
2 Days Only *Inds TR&
To Be Married
Miss Wyvonne Brooks
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss WyvonneBrooks to Ricky Rudolph, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rudolph ofDexter Route One, has been announced by the bride-elect'sparents, Mr. and Mrs. Rafe Brooks of Dexter Route One.
Miss Brooks is a graduate of Calloway County High School andis employed at Patty-Ann's Beauty Salon. She is the grand-daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Golden Ragsdale of Murray RouteThree. -
The groom-elect, a graduate of Calloway County High School, isemployed at J. L. Hopkins Motor Sales. His grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Frank Parrish of Dexter Route One and Mr. and Mrs.Elmer Cothran of Arlington, Texas, and his great grandparentsare Grover Puckett and Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Cook,
An April wedding is planned.





Back 1957, w.w. lived in a
'55 Olds, loved bubble gum, country
music, robbing filling stations







JERRY REED • NED BEAM,
_ART
a STEVE SMAGM





Starts FRIDAY  
FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) .ror
Be master of your thinking
rather than let it set you off on
tangents which get you
nowhere. Success can come
through new alliances.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Especially favored now:
success in handling the affairs
of others, personal interests,
travel. You can accomplish a
great deal under day's in-
fluences.
GEMINI
( May 72 to June 21 )
Keep all things in line, but
avoid anxiety or worrisome
anticipation of trouble. For the
record, you can, with a bit of
double duty, turn in an excellent
performance.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 731 00
If all does not go as well as
you'd like take a "breather"—
a bit of tune in which to put the
pieces in place and revive





Sale Starts Thursday 11:00 •











Sport Coats $500 to




Racks of Sportswear Dresses
Including Pants, Tops, Skirts, —Girl's Reg. Price Up To $26.98
Shirts Sr Jackets 
Department— $400 ,0 g800
$200-$300-$400
Toddler Sets 149 SI5°0 S20/3.500 Unfants Wear $200.$500
Few Boy's and Girl's




Sherr 's Youth ShoplCourtq uare-Paris, Tenn.
Hob's 9-i. ;ridays 94
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23) i/2(
Avoid jumping to hasty
conclusions, and do not hesitate
to accept ideas and suggestions
from reliable sources. Do not
digress from worthwhile aims.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Business, financial, industrial
matters slated- for immediate
advancement; aLso for future




Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Good stellar influences! Make
every moment a gem. Project
your pleasing personality to
make others happier. Intuition
should be strong now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 "Let'
Concentrated effort will help
you hurdle almost any obstacle
now. Study propositions and the
people behind them. Neither
make agreements too quickly
nor daily until you lose chances.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) eiik-t>
What you accomplish on this
day will have a great bearing in
days to come. If you go along in
a steady, constructive way, you
will accelerate routine and find
tasks simpler.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
You may now expect a
'different" approach from
others; also a real surprise.
Work consistently on endeavors
which bring big dividends. Your
prestige increases.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Impulsiveness must be
avoided now. Also, emotional-
ism and extremism. In routine
matters, you should do well,
especially if you maintain a
flexible attitude.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC".
Stellar influences mostly
beneficial, but some op-
portunities may be hidden. It
will take a little longer to
achieve in certain areas, but
don't worry. Just keep trying.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
innate DO-ER. You visualize
goals and needed requirements
far in advance of action. You
proceed with a "sixth sense.
coupled with practicality and,
once well-organized, make
remarkable strides toward your
loftiest goals. You are adapted
to a scientific, literary or ar-
tistic career; may also enjoy
politics or an occupation which
involves travel or dealing with
the public. You have a
philosophical_ nature, are in-
tuitive and extremely outgoing
in personality, but at times are
hypersensitive. Birthdate of.
Aaron Burr, early Amer.
statesman; Sir Henry Irving,
Reagan, screen actor, Gov. of
California; Zsa 7,3a Gabor,
Hungarian actress
Peggy Shoemaker, center, signs bond book of Tau Phi LambdaSorority as Ernestine Garland, left, and Jackie Goodwill observe.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Holds
Initiation Ceremony At Meeting
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
of the Woodmen of the World
held a candle-lighted initiation
ceremony at the WOW Hall with
Cynthia Hart, president, con-
ducting the ceremony.
Peggy Shoemaker signed the
bond book with her "big sister"
being Donna Garland. Mrs.
Shoemaker is a homemaker and
has two children, Lisa, age six,'
and Dean, age four. Her
husband, Harold, owns and
operates Shoemaker Seed
Company.
Mrs. Loretta Jobs was ap-
pointed as Mrs. Shoemaker's
mystagogue. 'Mrs. Shoemakeris serving as treasurer of the
chapter.
Serving as program chair-
man and past president of the
chapter is Jackie Goodwin,
nurse at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, who resides on
Incust Drive with her husband,
'Tommy, and daughter, Jen-
nifer. Her husband is employed
at the Tappan Company.
Cynthia Hart was appointed
as Mrs. Goodwin's mystagogue.
Mrs. Berhow Presents Program
At Meet At Simmons' Home
Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
Hazel Highway, entertained
members of Chapter M of
P.E.O. in her beautiful home
Monday, February 3, at 7:30
p.m. 
Presentingthe 10th program
on the 1974-75 theme, "Tapestry
of Triumphal Living," Mrs.
James Berhow Mayfield,
discussed "The Creative
Hand." The "hand" in this
particular theme dealt with the
creation of ceramics, the art
and technology of making clay
products and similar ware.
Mrs. Berhow, a native of
Iowa, was initiated into P.E.O.
several years ago. Her mem-
bership was later transferred
from Chapter IV, Ames, to
Chapter M.
Mrs. Maurice P. Christopher,
president, conducted the
business meeting which was
opened by Mrs. Harry M.
Sparks reading the 13th chapter
of First Corinthians. Mrs. Olga
Freeman, recording secretary,
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, vice
president, Mrs. John C.
Quertermous, treasurer, and
It PERSONALS 41, 
VISITS FAMILY
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Delaney,
Jr., and son, Ted III, spent the
weekend in Lawton, Oklahoma,
visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Delaney, Sr. They
were joined there by his
brother, Phillip Delaney and his
wife, Alice, who are both ser-
Ang with the U. S. Army at
Seoul, Korea.




letter to the Kentucky State
Chapter, reporting activities'
and accomplishments of the
past year, was unanimously
accepted by the chapter.
In her candle-lighted dining
room, Mrs. Simmons served a
delicious dessert of English
lemon pudding and coffee.
Members present other than
those named were: Mesdames
Paul W. Sturm, Larrie N. Clark,
Morgan E. Sisk, L. J. Hortin,
and Miss Ann Herron.
The last meeting of the
program year will be with Mrs.
A. C. L.aFollette at 12 noon,
February 15, with Mrs. Hortin
as assistant hostess.
Duplicate Bridge
Club Meets At Hall
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet tonight
( Wednesday at seven o'clock
at Gleason Hall, corner of North
12th and Payne Streets.
Persons may come singly and
be paired at the meeting or
come with your own partriers.
Winners last week were as
follows: North-South--Mrs. K.
T. Hall and Mrs. Pat Quinn,
first, and Dr. and Mrs. Max
C,armon, second; East-West,
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Rang, first,
and Dr. and Mrs. Bob Howard,
second.
Mrs. Hall is a newcomer to




Soft, supple single knits in
geometries, novelties, & floral
prints. 60“ wide, wrinkle free.
99
YD
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
-Phone 753-9113
All you need is
one beautiful drop
to know why Estee Lauder
was keeping







Fancies & matching crepes of IGO%
polyester. 60" wide in light, soft,
drivable w•ight. Wrinkle free.
288YD
NATURAL LOOK BLOUSE PRINTS
Polyester cotton, 45"
wide. Natural grounds. I". 1.099 YO
STRETCH LACE SEAM BINDING
100% nylon lace
in many colors.
13/1- -194 "' Reg. 33'
1/2" - 7 Reg. 13'
SPORTSWEAR
PRINTS
Flora's, geometries, stripes, checks, &
dots in spying colors. 100% cotton or
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Mom should keep bugs
out of ears
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of a very nice, butextremely shy 17-year-old son. He has never had a date inhis life, and I'm sure it's because he's afraid he'll get turneddown.
He is an A-B student, but doesn't do very well in sports.which could be the reason he isn't very popular with the"in" crowd at school.
He is slightly overweight, but there are fatter boys whoseem to hit it off with girls, so that can't be the reason.It breaks my heart to see him alone all the time.A girls' club is having a dance, and the girls ask the boys.
One of my best friends has a daughter in this club. Should Iputs bug MN* friend's ear and ask her to ask her daughter
LIVE $2.20 . .
Our 116.97. Girls' Pocket




C. 04 Big Selection Girls








All Prices Good thru Saturday






Get to know a; you'll like us.
By Abigail Van Buren
1914 Claws* Trsaisms-M. Y. Maws avast.. I.
to ask my son? He wouldn't have to know I arranged it.
SORRY FOR SONNY
DEAR SORRY: Don't put any bugs in anybody's ear.
Your son may be • late bloomer And another one of his
problems could be a well-meaning mother who's inclined to
run interference for him. Let him develop socially at his own
pace.
DEAR ABBY: I read with interest the letter from the girl
who lied. I wondered if sometime in her life she was forced to
he. Let me tell you my story:
When I was very young, I found that if I told the truth
when my mother questioned me about a mischievous act, I
would get a spanking, so naturally, to escape the spanking.
I lied. She was a strict disciplinarian (she meant well, but
her method was all wrong), so in order to get along with her
I lied until I was 28 years old, when I married and had my
own home.
When mother visited me for the first time, she asked me a
question, and knowing that the truth would displease her, I
lied. 1 felt like a child, and right then and there I made a
vow that I would never lie to her again. Also I made a vow
that I would never live with anyone I had to lie to in order to
get along with. I'm 48 now, and I've kept both vows.
I know that some of my answers don't please the
questioner, but I always tell the truth. I've often wondered
who will account for the lying I did for the first 28 years of
my life. BEEN THERE
DEAR BEEN: There is only one reason people lie. It's
because they haven't the courage to tell the truth. More
emphasis should be placed on truthfulness, and less on
punishment.
DEAR ABBY: I was very angry after reading your reply
to the woman who refused to use birth.control because it
goes against the teachings of the Catholic faith. There is no
reason why people should question anyone having a large
family. The number of children a couple should have should
be left up to the individual couple. As this woman pointed
out, she is asking no one's assistanc.e.in the upbringing of
her children.
In my opinion, many people are limiting the size of their
families not only because of their concern for the world, but
because if Mom has too many children then she may not be
able to work for some time, which may mean not having the
latest car model, and the children won't be able to go to
camp, and Mom won't be able to have new furniture for the
house.
If people are happy living like this so be it. However, if
they want a large family with a lot more responsibilities,
which in their opinion means a lot more fulfillment, then it's
their business. ANOTHER PRACTICING CATHOLIC
Junior Class Favorites at Cafitay County High School are Barry Joseph, son of Mr. and Mrs.Willie Wade 'Joseph, and Becky Blackford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Blackford, and PeggyRogers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rogers, the latter two tieing for the honor. They wereelected by the junior class in the contest sponsored by the Laker Annual Staff.





Women and Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
Mission organizations of
Spring Creek Baptist Church
will meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
flint F Baptist Church Mission
organizations will meet at seven
p.m. at the church.
gV&PY SATURDAY NIGWT
Experience the fun and frolic of a real Italian Feast. Jerry's be-
comes an Italian Villa on Saturday night - where you can enjoy
a full Italian Dinner. Spaghetti with Meat Sauce: $2.50  
Veal Parm igi ana : $285  All. dinner prices include appetizer,
entree with one vegetable, and dessert.
Select your dinner from The
Special Italian Menu or from
Jerry's familiar favorites —





Ladies day luncheon for
women of Murray Country Club
will be at noon at the club with
Mrs Dwain Taylor, phone 753-
8489, as chairman of the
hostesses. Reservations should
be made by Monday noon.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m. with




Parent-Teacher Club will meet
at seven p. m. at the school.
Senior Citizens will meet at
• Ellis Center with opening time
at ten a. m. Margaret Franklin
will show slides of Murray City
Schools at 1:30 p. m.
Baptist Women of Kirksey
Church will meet at the church
at seven p. m.
The Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at ten a. m. at the club
house for a Bridge Prizes
Workshop and at 1:30 p. m. for
the regular meeting. Hostesses
are Mrs. Ralph Nelson, Mrs. L.
W. Paschall, Miss Maude
Nance, Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale,
and Mrs. Jack Wilcox.
Film, "The Burning Hell,'
will be shown at North Fork
Baptist Church at 7:30 p m
Film and lecture by Steve
Maslowski on "Wildlife By Day
and Night" will be fourth in the
series of National Audubon
Society to be at the University
School auditoriurn at seven p.
m. This is open to the public at
no admission charge.
Friday, February 7
Youth of Memorial Baptist
Church will leave at 3:30 p.m.
for the Youth Retreat at
Brandon Springs Camp in the
Land Between the Lakes. Call
Bro. Ron Hampton for in-
formation.
The Golden Age Club will--
meet at twelve noon at the
social hall of the First Urn
Methodist Church with Mary
Lamb, Lillian Hicks, and
Robbie Harrison as hostesses A
potluck luncheon will be served
at noon.
'
Art Exhibit of Carol Beesley,
University of Oklahoma faculty
member will open at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, and run through
February 28.
Senior Art Exhibits of
Kathleen Gatto, Dunkirk,
Jeanne Rubsam, Owensboro,
and Melvina Adams, Murray,
will open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, and run through
February 19,
The Murray-Calloway CountyMurray Women of the Moose
Board of Realtors will meet atwill meet at the Moose lodge at
eight p m. the Holiday Inn at 11:305. m.. 
HAVE YOU HEARD?
I Am Opening A Shop Soon Called:
"THE YOUR'S, MINE AND OUR'S"
Here's what it's all about — It will be clothing for
children, young people, adults too. Clothing that is
NEARLY NEW.
I would like you to consider me having your clothing
you no longer have need for.
It will be on consignment. you 50% me 50%. If it sells
at the price decided on you receive your money the 15th
of the month if not sold I will keep the merchandise for
60 day's if after that it hasn't sold a reduced price is
suggested. If not sold after that you will be notified to
re-claim after notification you have 2 weeks to pick up
your merchandise if not re, laimed will be turned over
to a charitable organization
Hoping to hear from yol. real soon with good news
that you have NEARLY NEW 0,011-1ING you will
allow me to sell for you.
You may contact me at:
['The Your's Mine and Our's"
SOS Maim St. Murray, ky
753-40117 Bosinitsa nom, 7534721 Nome Miens
saw what it'aullebowsilli--







Club has had a vaned schedule
for the meetings during the
winter months.
Their December meeting was
a Couples potluck dinner party'
held at the home of Faye and
James Mathai at Keniana
Shores.
Mrs. Lola Hun was hostess
for the January meeting and
presented the lesson on
"Bargello."
The next meeting will be held
Wednesday, February 12, at .
9:30a. m. at the home of Joanna
Adams. The lesson will be on
"Sewing Stretchable Knits."
Members may bring their
bargello or current project to










(This Week Only, Hurry)
Choose any two different items
from our sale-priced merchandise
indicated by the "red" Pricing on
the ticket...2 for the  price of 1,
if prices are equal, if not, lower
priced item is absolutely FREE! 
This applies to our entire stock
of sale-priced items! Bring a














"3 for 1" Bonus Buy!
Choose Any 3 Skirt's And
Pay Only_ the Higher Of
The Prices.. .Other 2 FREE!
Open 10-6 Sat. 10:1
Bel Air Center
Sun. 1-5




We extend our congratulations
and best wishes to Calloway County
Judge Robert 0. Miller on his elec-
tion last week as president of the
Kentucky Association of Counties.
Judge Miller, currently the Pur-
chase Area Development District
representative, was instrumental in
organizing the new association
which will serve as the "eyes and
ears" of county government in
Frankfort, much like the Kentucky
Municipal League serves the cities
of the state.
We feel Judge Miller will be a very
capable president of this newly for-





NEW YORK AP ) — Seeking to lure a
reluctant public into the market place, scores
of companies are offering rebates and other
cash incentives to purchasers of their produc-
ts.
While most of the incentives center around
the automotive industry, publishers, ap-
pliance makers, hoinebuilders, rental agents,
banks and a boatbuilder, among others.. have
joined the latest marketing fashion.
Some rebates amount to real bargains, but
industry in general has shown a strong resist-
ance to outright price cuts. Some companies
are caught in a bind — prices too high for
buyers, too low for profits.
In New York, a builder is offering
possession of homes six months before mor-
tgage payments begin. An apartment house
rental agent seeks to attract prospects by set-
ting up four-figure bank accounts that they
will receive upon successful completion of
new leases.
General Electric Co. plans $2 to $5 rebates
on certain small appliance purchases. Ferro
Corp. has offered to pay employes 10 per cent
of what they pay for major appliances bought
before April 15.
The most publicized rebates have been of-
fered by auto makers. Manufacturers of ac-
cessory products have related programs to
assist in selling cars.
The importance of the car to the economic
was related in this way by Steuart Henderson
Britt, a marketing consultant and professor
at Northwestern University: "What happens
in Detroit affects the size of tips in Wichita
and retail sales in San Diego."
Buried in the effort to sell products are
arguments against the use of electric energy,
as with appliances, and against befouling the
atmosphere, as with automotive exhaust. It is
patriotic now to buy cars; cars move the
economy.
For the time being, the economic problem
is foremost. Surveys show the public has lost
confidence, and when that happens people
retrench. Illustrative of this, the savings rate
is extremely high, more than 8 per cent,
despite rising joblessness.
In times past marketing men would have
sought to free that money by lowering prices,
but some consider that a route mined with
problems today, one that almost inevitably
would be followed by embarrassing price in-
creases.
Moreover, the immediate economic future
is so uncertain that no marketing man is una-
ware of the possibility of economic restraints
being imposed, thus locking a company into
prices that might leave little profit.
How Do You Explain
Death To A 5-Year Old?
How do you explain to a year-old that his
classmate and playmate is dead and no
longer can play with him? That was the
problem for Anita Appelhans, correspondent
for the Fremont News-Messenger, in the
wake of afire last week Her nephew, Stephen
Mitchell, attended kindergarten with Gary
Davis, 5, who along with his sister, Tara, 4,
died in a fire which swept their home.
WOODVILLE, Ohio i AP; — The 5-year-
old sitting on my lap had just been touched by
death for the first time. He didn't quite un-
derstand.
"My teacher said today in kindergarten
that Gary wouldn't be back to school any-
more. Do you know why?" he asked.
"Well. Stephen, there was afire in his hou.se
this morning and he and his little sister
couldn't get out."
His eyes widened "Are they still in the
house?"
He had been past the house and seen the
scars left behind, the desolate emptiness of
what remained. Now it was dark outside, and
to a child darkness and being alone are the
greatest fears imaginable.
"No, the firemen took them out ."
The look of fear changed to puzzlement.
"ZULU the.fireinen took hiM. Out .why_wota.._
he,nrnelsacatakinsiticoadit':
The question had to be answered honestly,
but why isn't there sow wonibeeldes death?
•
"Gary isn't sick. Gary and his sister died."
A hollow silence hung in the air. He pon-
dered what I had said. I knew and dreaded
what he would ask next.
"What does that mean?"
How could I answer when / hardly knew
myself? There are many explanations, but
none for 5-year-olds who can believe only in
life.
"It means a lot of things, Stephen. It means
Gary will never grow up. He will always be a
little boy, the little boy you played with
yesterday. He will run and jump and play, but
he will do all of that in heaven where God has
taken him, and not here.
"You won't see him again and he won't be
able to play with you or anyone eLse any-
more."
He buried his head in my shoulder and
cried.
I lifted his tear-sta tried face to my own.
"Someone once told me that God only picks
the prettiest, flowers from His garden, and
I'm sure that's why He picked Gary and
Tara."
Through the tears he smiled a smile of sud-
den, great knowledge. Without knowing it,
this 5-year-old taught me something my own
.-- Web/4 fogedtietesett.--- -
Is •er i nTfl -Wail sgeven
the word death will not be dreadful as long as
I be_lieve in life.
1
Vire
ellearral2=2264ra. • - •••!. •
The Murray Ledger & Times
Editorials and article contained on Mis
page are presented for the purpose Of giving aforum for the exchange Of differing opinions
and ideas
Letters to Ilse editor in response to
editorials and opinionated articles are en
couraged The editors reserve the right to
condense or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter, and the right to reject any
letters to the editor or public voice items
OPINION
PAGE
which, in our opinion, are not in the best in
lcrest of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and dOuble spaced All letters
interwled for publication must bear thesignature of the writer
OPEN
FORUM
!Opinions expressed in this
column are those of the writerand do not necessarily reflectthe editorial views of The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to ex-
press,their opinion on the issues
discussed in this column are
encouraged to respond with a




Route 5, Murray, Ky.
Instead of a tax rebate, which would only
put a few dollars in one hand of each in-
dividual and take twice as much back from
the other hand through barrel oil tax as
proposed, why not give all of us a real break
and put the people now drawing unem-
ployment back to work? This tax rebate and
the unemployment benefits t benefits, which
are not true benefits - but in fact are myths
labor unions and professional organizationsjoin forces. The labor unions play a major
part in our economics and are desperately
needed at this time in our history to help notonly the employee but the employer as well.
There are many people who spend eight hourson the job, but their work is so marginal, the
employer must hire additional employees to
compensate for the lack of productivity.




By F.J.L. Etlasingame, M.D.
Skin protection is essential if
skiers are to avoid unnecessary
discomforts and passible perma-
nent damage to their skin from
overexposure to the ultraviolet
rays in sunlight.
The high altitudes and
unusually clear atilluspliere of
ski- resort areas allow the freer
penetration of sunlight. and a
greater exposure than a hot day
in summer on the beach. The
cooler air may prevent the per-
son's feeling the sunburn of the
skin until the damage is moder-
ate or severe.
Reflected light from the mow
adds to that which comes
directly from the sun, and burn-
ing from the reflected light may
writr in skin areas not usually
exposed to sunburn, such as
under the chin.
Men who grip to the waist in
ski areas, when warmed by the
water in a heated swimming
pool are taking an added risk of
severe burn from the ultraviolet
light
The low humidity and dry air
may produce a roughness andand burdens; although they have been ex- from firing these people, so adding additional--r-Peeling ,tended from six to twelve months, will run work load expenses. Employers in turn raisa--__
,,,
''lePe 41:1'-`-eCt-4-C-Intbe-gla areout. Then at the end of this period, our— usually easily prevented byaverage working class and middle class, who
pay the bills for the non-workers and the rich,
will be bankrupt. Since this class of people
constitutes the source of income for the
federal and state government, it isn't hard to
see what is bound to happen to our system.
Put each person now laid off back on the
job. The sum of money now proposed for tax
rebate and extended unemployment benefits
to be given to the employer, with the un-
derstanding the employee is returned to work
and the price of products and services are
reduced accordingly. This can be done by out-
right cash, where needed, and future tax
credits over a period of two to five years.
The employees would be working and
drawing full pay instead of only enough to
feed themselves and be able to purchase the
employer's products or services. Also they
would be paying money back into the
government, through social security, income
and state taxes. In turn, the lower cost of the
employers product, combined with a full
week's pay in the pocket of the consumer,
would start the wheels of progress turning.
Who is to gain? First the employer. By
staying in business and being able to lower
prices of the products or Services, and
keeping these products before the consumer.
Second the consumer. By working full time
with full pay. Being able to purchase the
employers products at a reduced price, thus
making the dollars he earns go farther. Third
the government. There are "NO" with
holding taxes coming back to the government
from umemployment checks. Yet by giving
this amount to the employer, helping that
employer to produce and decrease prices on
the manufactured product, where the con-
sumer or laborer is again able and will buy as
long as he is working and has money to spend.
The federal and state governments will
receive taxes back not only from the em-
ployer, the material purchased, but through
the laborers salary and yet again from the
resale of the finished product. It is a never
ending wheel or cycle of events which are
necessary to keep our economy in balance.
This can work to once again start our
wheels of economics moving in the right
direction and to keep them moving, provided,
during this six to twelve month period, our
the price accordingly. Thereby creating in-flation. The consumer again is the hardest hit.Due to the fact they are paying bigger pricesfor the merchandise, not necessarily becausethe manufacturer is making an excess profit,but simply because workers are not doing afull day's work for a full day's pay. Never-the-less the fact remains the working people ofthe United States must produce more than inthe past if there is any hope of slowing ourinflationary rise.
It's little wonder that the big corporations
have set up plants in foreign countries around
the world. Since there are many tax breaks,
subsidies and out right gifts made in the name
of foreign aid and other so called
humanitarian pretenses. Least of all, foreign
labor, even as close as Mexico, produces up to
fifty per cent more than the American labor
force per man hour. The American labor
force has not: only become lazy, but
disappointed in their fellow workers, em-
ployers, and their governmental forces. Due
mainly to the unfair taxation, and
unreasonable, unethical as well as illegal
dispersement of the people's money.
Our scientists need to concentrate their
efforts to the discovery of new types of energy
as well as new and better uses of our present
known energy sources. While our engineers
and professional people set about designing
and building better and safer methods of
manufacturing and protecting our en-
vironment.
In summation, we have a labor force
capable and for the most part wat41.30„_. who gave _his life that we might have life in abun-produce more and better services. Armtek* dance,
has a large number of the smartest
businessmen in the world. We also have
smartest scientist,scientist, physicist, engineers and in
general the most highly educated nation in
the world. We also have a number of
politicians, who for greed, alcoholism and
other immoral reasons seems to be deter-
mined to completely destroy a great people
and nation. This write'believes that there is
still time to remove these people from high
offices and to replace them with God fearing,
God loving and country loving people who can
start the long trip back to the great American
dream.
—Copy-write 1775
bathing and oiling the skin after
drying off the excessive water.
The oil seals the moisture in the
skin and helps to prevent
evaporation.
Creams for use prior to going
into the sunlight are available.
These filter out many of the
ultraviolet rays and prevent
burning. Some are helpful in
promoting tanning.
Keeping the skin well covered
with clothing saves evaporation
of moisture and keeps out the
sun's rays.
The eyes should be protected
with glasses. The ultravilet light
can burn the cornea as well as
the tender skin of the eyelids
The latter should be protected
with a cream
Persons who work regularly in
ski areas should be particularly.
careful to protect their skin from
excessive amounts of ultraviolet
light because of its tendency to
produce skin cancers and en-
courage premature aging of the
skin.
- - -
Q. Mrs. M.M. asks whether all
the publicity about Mrs. Betty
Ford's breast surgery was not an
invasion of her right to privacy.
A. It is my understanding that 
Mrs. Ford chose to share her 11_:
problem with a concerned and
compasunate public. By doing
so, she not only became an ex-
ample of courage but alas dida
great deal toward promoting the
prevention of breast cancer
--Mrs D.E. asks whether
foreign-physicians desiring to
enter the United States for train-
ing or practice are required to
take an examination in English.
A. A part of the screening ex-
amination conducted by the
Education Commission for
Foreign Graduates on all physi-
cian candidates for entrance to
the United States is for fluency in
English. In general, the results
on the English tests have been
higher than on the technical por-
tions of the examinations.
Isn't It The Truth
by Cart Riblet -Tr.A child psychologist spoke on the subject of thechanging times and he said he saw that family life inthe U. S. seemed to be improving because childrendon't argue with their parents any more. Of coursenot, they don't even listen.
Living. Without Power
Cost More Than With
EDITORS NOTE: Associated Press
writer Richard Pienciak has previously
reported on what gasoline rationing is like by
rationing himself and how family budgeting
works by strictly adhering to a low income
budget for a month. The following is an ac-
count of how Pienciak and his wife Cheryl
fared after The Associated Press asked Pien-
ciak to try still another experiment: living
without electricity.
NUTLEY, N.J. (AP) — It cost us four
times as much to live without electricity as
with it.
After trying to save a little money by livingwithout electricity, we gave up after two days
— it was too expensive.
The cost of candles and ice ( to keep milk,
butter and soda cool; came to $6 for the test
period. The savings on the electricity bill was
no more than $1.50.
But the project was a welcome change. We
had the pleasure of reviving a difficult but
delicate custom. using the bathroom by can-
dlelight.
Another challenge was checking on dinner
with the help of candlelight. One night themenu was pork chops. It was very tough totell if the meat was cooked. So tough is whatwe ate, figuring pork is better well done than
rare.
We put away our electric radio-alarm
clocks and brought out a trusty windup
- variety that .kept aw fate . adtbArA..Intia-" deerg tiefffig.
Going to and from bed got to be a chore, too,
especially in the darkness of a winter morn-
ing. I always wake up in a deep daze as it is,
and groping for a pack of matches and a can-
dle stub was like a "Beat the Clock" stunt.
What's the best way to walk in the dark with
a candle? Very, very slowly. Otherwise,
things can get very, very. hot and your home
turns into the House of Wax.
Reading by candlelight requires a lot of
patience. Abe Lincoln must have suffered
through those long nights, if the legend about
his candle-light reading as a youth is true.
Maybe they had brighter candles in those
days.
To help others who might like to try this ex-
periment, we've devised a short list of candle-
power needs. They are:
Checking on pork chops: Three to four can-
dles, but still no guarantee of success.
Reading: Two to three candles, if the print
isn't too small.
Eating: Just two will do here, It's kind of
romantic.
Shaving: Grow a beard.
Life without electricity is certainly not dull.
You might say the use of candles sheds a dif-
ferent light on life You might say that-1
wouldn't.) Everyday occurrences such as
shaving or reading were like new ez-
periences.
Bible Thought
I am crucified with Christ., and the life which Inow live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son ofGod, who loved me, and gave himself for me.Galatians 2:20.
If we are to have the fullness of life in ameaningful way, it can only be possible through him
10 Years Ago Today_ _
The Murray-Calloway County United Fund Cam-
paign is just short $2,227 of its goal for 1955, ac-
cording to Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, campaign
chairman.
Herbert Miller die/ yesterday suddenly from a
heart attack at his home on Murray Route Two.
Other deaths reported were Mrs. Arthur Shaw of
Hickman and Charles T. Henderson of Cadiz.
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne was the speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club at the meeting
held at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Robert Brown, Soil Scientist, spoke on "Con-
servation of the Natural Resources of Our Land" at
the meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago Today
A farm meeting was held February 3 in the
Calloway County Court House to hear Larry Beven-
bach explain the possibility of increasing rainfall in
Calloway County during the approaching growing
season. He explained how his company went about
increasing rainfall in a given area.
Bill Brook has been appointed Director of
Publicity for Murray State College, succeeding Erl
Sensing who resigned to become editor of the Hick-
man County Gazette.
Mrs. Grace Wilson, age 64, died yesterday at her
home in Hazel.
The Auto Industry at Detroit, Mich., reported
today. it is selling its 1955 models almost as fast as it
can produce them even though production is running
at record levels.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Sunset In El
Dorado" starring Roy Rogers.
The Murray Ledger & Times
Most of the electric machinery normally
used was not missed. Television shows were
replaced with conversation and a candlelight
card game The change of pace was very
reWing•
Radio and stereo music was replaced by a
pleasant quiet. We felt more content; the
world no longer seemed rough and boisterous.
•
!ambit.' ..v.ry afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Clsristmas My, New Year'sDay and Thankagiena by Murray Newapapers, Inc 103 N 4th St Murray K,urn
WoIlarL Apporson Preltdent and Puishihar
It Gana McCutchoon. News Editorikalsialie heap Paid at Murray, Ky 471/71.....ausscarraos Ram in area, /WPM by ranters, $2 25 per month,. papal* let adeammily madl la Callonay County and to Beaton, Kanto, Mayfield.Walla and Fenakaphia, Kr., and Parts, Buchanan Ind Payee,, Tenn 111 50year, - -
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We Accept
Food Stamps
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
Store Hours
Prices Good Thru Feb. 11th







Tail% N G ES 











AJAX Cleanser  21-oz. 254
Great Northern Dry
BEANS  1 lb. 294
Bush Chopped





Kraft Romano Cheese Barbeque
18-oz. 394
Fox Deluxe








One.couPoo Per farnitY. CalPas I
MB us.)
Campbell's Chicken Noodle
SOUP No 1 Can 19'
Pride of Illinois English
PEAS....  3/1°°
CORN 12 oz 35"
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RAMBLIN' ROSE-High-scoring Rose Ross of East Calloway
goes driving toward the bucket for a pair of points in a 48-20 win
Tuesday night over Southwest. Ross scored 15 points.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandoni
SURROUNDED-Kelly White 1121 of Southwest Elementary is
surrounded by three East ',Layers but still manages to get off a
shot for a two-pointer. Fast players include Robbie Parrish (23),
David Cohoon 1311 and Way ne Dedmon (Mi. Southwest won the
contest, 46-38.
Southwest Splits Pair Of Contests With East
Visiting Southwest
Elementary split a pair of
contests with East Elementary
Tuesday night in the lone
basketball action in the county.
In the eighth grade girls
game, it was never close as
East ripped Southwest 48-20.
But in the eighth grade boys
game, Southwest got a little
College Calendar
Kentucky College Flasketball
By The Associated Pre.
Toesdays Games
Kentucky State 16, Bellsroune V
71-ansylvania WI, Hammier 72
Berea 96. Pikeville
• -*Z.:
Shaw at Kentucky Wesleyan
nowt,: Goo.







LEWISTON, Maine (AP -
The Maine Norcliques of the
North American Hockey
League said Tuesday night
they'll probably move out of
State next year.
. Club Secretary William Roch
eleau said the 2-year-old team.
last in the league, is losing
Money and apparently won't
break even this year. He said
the club has several prospec-
tive buyers, most of them in
New York. He declined to name
them.
Farmed Out
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - Bob
Barlow, 39-year-old left wing
and center and captain of the
World Hockey Association's
Phoenix Roadrunners, was re-
assigned to the club's Tulsa.
Okla., farm team Tuesday. offi-
cials said. He will join the Oil-
ers Wednesday.
In 50 games, Barlow has six




revenge as they held on for a 46-
38 win over East.
A fine East girls team had no
trouble at all as they raced to a
13-2 lead at the end of the first
period and coasted ,to the vic-
tory.
In the second period, East put
11 more points on the board
while shutting out Southwest, to
take a 24-2 lead at intermission.
The third quarter was more of
the same and it ended with East
leading 40-7.
Southwest did manage to
generate some offense in the
fourth period but it was too little
and too late.
Carole Kemp paced the
scoring for Southwest with eight
points while McKenzie added 
seven.
For the winners, Mary Ann
Winchester tossed in 16 while
Rose Ross added 15 before
fouling out.
The boys contest started out
close, developed into a run-
away, and got close again
before Southwest claimed the
win.
Both teams matched basket
for basket ic the opening period,
with the largest lead being a
two-point spread held by East.
By the end of the period, the
teams were deadlocked in a 10-
10 struggle.
But in the second quarter.
East went ice-cold from the
floor while Southwest was able
to use their great height and
work the ball inside to the big
men.
And by intermission, after re
17-2 scoring splurge in the
second frame, Southwest had a
comfortable 27-12 lead.
In the third period, it stW
seemed the lead was safe as
Southwest continued to pull
away from East. Going into the
last quarter, Southwest led 39-
21.
But in the last quarter, East
made a comeback attempt that
fell short as the Southwest lead
was just too much to overcome
in one period.
Southwest, which had a good
night feom the chairty stripe by
hitting 59 per cent of their at-
tempts, was paced in the
scoring department by Scott
Barrow who fired in 21 points.
Guthrie hit double digits by
scoring 10.
For East, John Elliot scored
14 while Kenneth McCuiston
added 10.
Friday, the two boys teams
will match up again at South-
west. The first contest will
match the seventh grade girls.
Girls
Southwest 2 0 5 13-20
East Call. 13 11 16 8-48
Southwest (20)-MKenzie 7,
Bailey 2, Kemp 8, C. Cooper 3,
Murdock, Phillips, Higgins, T.
Cooper, Hutson and Potts.
EaSt ( 48 )-Ross 15, Overbey
8, Johnson 4, Winchester 16,





Southwest 10 15 12 7-46
East Call. 10 2 9 17-38
Southwest 461-Garland 9,
Barrow 21, White 2, Guthrie 10,
Carraway 4, Erwin, S. Lassiter,
T. ',abider, Warren, Adams,
Potts and Wilson.
East ( 38)-Cohoon 6, Elliot 14,
Dedmon 2, McCuiston 10,
Parrish 6, Outland, Long and
Von Schoech.
Murray State University has
released its 1975 football
schedule.
The 10-garrie schedule will see
the Racers open with Western
Carolina Sept. 20 at home and
wind up Nov. 22 against
Western in Bowling Green.
Murray's opponents will
Include seven Ohio Valley
Conference games and three
'non-league foes.
, The Racers have yet to lose a
home game since moving into
Roy Stewart Stadium at the
beginning of the 1973 season.
The complete schedule
follows:
; Sept. 20, Western Carolina,
Murray, 7,30 p. m.;
Sept. 27, Tennessee Tech,
Murray, 730 p. m.;
Oct. 4, Morehead
Homecoming Murray, 2:00 p.
PL;
Oct. 11, UT-Martin, Martin,
2:00 p. m.;
; Oct., 18, Middle Tennessee,
Murfreesboro, TN, 1:30 p. m.;
; Oct. 25, East Tennessee,
Johnson City, TN, 2:00 p. m.;
i Nov. 1, Eastern Kentucky,
;Murray, 1:30 p. m.;
Nov. 8, Austin Peay, Murray,
vl:30p.m.
F- Nov. -13,- Eastern Iffliefir7"
Charleston, IL, 1:30 p. m.;
Nov. 22, Western Kentucky,
Bowling Green. L00 p. In.
East Side of The Square
Vara Stoney. flraritie
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Kentucky
High School
KeritMal id neloud ltrell
Tuesday goys Gemm
Allen Co.-Scottsville N. Ibitcalie Co. n
&imam 76, Riverside Christian 71
Ashland IS. Gement) Co. 41
Augusta 55, Silver Grove 52
Bads Co. 59, Frarahn Co. 48
&race Brossart 76, Simon Kenton 75
&Acton Co. 83, Pendleton Co 46
Boyd Co. 91, Sheldon Clark 65
Boyle Co_ 75, Garrard Co. 65
Rant Central IS, Oldham Co 55
Burnside 15, Sbopville 17
Campbell Co 63, Erlanger Lloyd 57
CampbelLswille 72. Adair Co 67
Carlisle Co. 96, Reidland 71
Cawood 80, Bell Co_ 77
Clark Co. 71, Montgomery Co 63
Clay Co. 17. Puievilie 48
Conner 62, Beechwood 61
Corbin 51, Lynch 52
Covington Catholic 74, Carroll Co. 72
colington Holmes 95 Dsyton
Deny& 69, Monticello IN
Duce Comte 102, Jackasa 13
Dune Heights IS, Ft Mamas Highlands
71
Drakeetero le, aisadkes (Mane) 90
Earlingtaa le, Lyon Co. 72
Elkhorn PIN le, 1P16saps 57
Eminence 47, 5belisy Os. 31
Fairview IS, OnINNon lioly Family 44
Fancy Farm 116, Talmtwaline Tem, 4 57
Fleming Co. 16.416. Olivet Deming 59
Grant Co. 17, Williamstown 61
Grayson Co. 81, Edmore= Co 10
Greenville 79, Central City 70
Harrodsburg 111, Somerset 74
Hart Co el, Barren Co. 72
Hickman Co. 00, Sedalia 41
Jeff Ballard 60, Jeff. Southern 51 (071
Jeff. Butler 72, Jeff. Thames Jefferson 65
Jeff Moore 64, Lou. DeSales 58
Jeff Seneca 73, Jeff. Valley 66
Jeff Stuart 73, Jeff. Jeffersoetwen 67
Jeff Western V, Jeff. Westport 65
Jenluns 63, Millard 63
Jobnaon Central 77, Paintraille 55
Kentucky Country Day IN, Gallatin Co 65
Kentucky School for the Deaf 47, Ten-
nessee School for the Deaf 11
Knott Co. 101, =.5i
Co.Laurel  10, 
517
Lenore i W.Va.) 71, Fora Creek 69
Lewis CO. 16,4211.40 Co. 59
Len Henry Clay 92, Lau. Atherton 81
Lex. Tates Creek 160, tea. Catholic 85
uncora Co. 59, Casey Co. 42
Lone Jack 67, Harlan 21
Lou. Bishop Devid HO, Bath Hoven 35
Lou. Male 40, Jeff. Eastern 35
Louisa 76, ToBeaboro 71
Loves 65. Fulton City 73
Madison Central 69, Lee Co. 68
Madocoville 54. Davie. Co. 63
Mayfield N, Farmington 59
Maysville DO, Bracken Co. 66
Maysville St. Patrick 76. University Bre-
clunridge 64
McCreary Co 53, Rockcastle Co. 50 (20T)
M.de Co 81, Caverns 66
Mullins 66, Jan. Creek 63 (017)
Nancy 64, Lynn Camp 57
Seism Co. 66, Bardstown Bethlehem 59
Newport 91. Bellevue U
Ohio Co. 61, Idralenberg Central 53
Paducah St. Mary 106, Symsonla 66
Paris U, Frantdort 70
Pine Knot 91, Henderson Settlement 56
Prestonsburg It Betsy Layne 60
Pulaski Co. 105, Bergin 74
Rowan Co. II, Wept Carter 55
Russell 60, Morgan Co. 59
Selyersville HS, Heal Green 76
Scott Co. 63, Woodford Co. 59
Taylorraille Is, Western Anderson 53
Trimble Co. 114, Protland Christian gl
Virgin 111, McDowell 7
Walton-Verona 44, Ludlow 5
Warren East 93, North Hardin 7
Kentucky High School Basketball
By The Associated Pte.,
Tueaday Girls Games
Allen Central 61, Wheelwright 25
Dike Combs 56, Jackals 11
Gamaliel 52. Clinton Co 38
Hasard 45, Cordia 30
Jeff Jeffersordown 53, Jeff Stuart 37
Jeff. Pleasure Ridge 57, Jeff Doss 44
Jeff. Western 35, Jeff. Westport 24
Knox Central 62. WIlliamera, ire ID
Les, Bryan Stance IS, Lei, Sayre 25
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Mackey Makes Stand On Rozelle Rule
By JOHN LUNDQUIST
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - For-
mer tight end John Mackey,
who earned more than $60,000 a
year salary during the height of
his career, thinks he wasn't
paid enough.
An attorney for the National
Football League asked Mackey
Tuesday if 961,832 base pay and
for preseason and postseason
games with the Baltimore Colts
"wasn't a large sum of mon-
ey."
"Not if he was the best tight
end in the NFL - whatever he
received wasn't enough," re-
plied Mackey.
The 33-year-old Ins Angeles
resident, now an athletes'
agent, wound up a tedious two
days on the witness stand. He
and 15 other present or former
players and the NFL Players
Association are suing the
league over alleged antitrust
violations they say keep play-
ers in servitude without enough
freedom to bargain with other
teams.
The Rozelle rule is named
after NFL Commissioner Pete
Rozelle. It gives the commis-
sioner the right to assign play-
ers or draft choices when two
teams can't agree on com-
pensation for a club that loses
a player who plays out the op-
tion year on his contract and
signs with another one.
Mackey said his salary with
the Colts, where he starred for
nine years, was puny compared
with what some athletes get.
"Some basketball players get
6100,000 at a younger age than I
was," Mackey told defense at-
torney John French.
French persisted that Mackey
did all right for a former his-
tory major at Syracuse Univer-
sity.
Mackey, the NFLPA presi-
dent in 1970, said Atlanta Fal-
cons owner Rankin Smith once
warned in the heat of a con-
tract deadlock that a strike
could ruin professional football.
Added To Staff
CLEVELAND ( AP( - Walt
Corey, linebacker coach of the
Kansas City Chiefs for the past
four years, has been added to
the Cleveland Browns coaching
staff in the same capacity.
The appointment of Corey
brings the Browns' assistant
coaching staff to five under
head Coach Forrest Gregg.
Richie McCabe, defensive coor-
dinator, Dick Modzelewski, de-
fensive line coach and Al Ta-
bor, specialty teams coach,
were retained from last year.
Blanton Collier, former Browns
head coach, was hired as the
quarterback coach.
-He told me I was going to
kill the goose that laid the gold-
en egg and that the only friends
I had in the NFL were in that
room and we'd have to iron it
out," Mackey testified.
He added Smith warned play-
ers -they'd have to accept the
contract proposal or they ( the




The Top Fifteen in the week-
ly Associated Press college di-
vision basketball poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses,
season records through games
of Saturday, Feb. 1, and total
points. Points tabulated on
basis of 14-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1.Jackson St (19) 16-2 269
2.Gardner-Webb. (4)17-2 256
3.Kentucky St (4) 13-2 223
9.New Orleans (4) 13-3 182
5.Bentley 17-1 154
6.Rand-Macon (1) 15-1 111
7.Southern U. (1) 15-3 86
8.St. Mary's 2) 15-4 76
9.01d Dominion 11-6 67
10,UT-Chattanooga 13-9 59
11.Gannon (1) 15-2 38
12.Marymount (1) 19-2 28
13.Edinboro St 12-2 26
14.C.W. Post 17-2 21
15.Cameron (14 19-3 18
Pete Light Springs Restaurant
3 Miles West of Barkley Lake, Canton, Ky.
Barbeque Special
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, February 7, 8, 9 Only
Barbeque Dinners - Chicken, Pork Ribs, or
Mutton
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Davis Cup Team's Loss Blamed
On Agents Of Pro Net Players
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — -The in-
tegrity of sports is in the hands
of the money makers," one
well-known sports figure re-
marked today.
The reference was to tennis
ace Jimmy Connors and his re-
fusal to represent the United
States in the Davis Cup com-
petition while at the same time
playing a $100,000 challenge
match against Rod Laver.
When his patriotism was
questioned by a bitterly dis-
appointed Dennis Ralston, cap-
tain of the U.S. team which lost
to Mexico, Connors responded:
"Well, maybe pride in one's
self should come before pride
in anything else."
Sports have become big busi-
ness. A 2100,000 prize may hang
on a single golf putt. A tennis
player, such as Connors, can
win $100,000 with a match-end-
ing smash. Pitcher Catfish
Hunter signs a contract for
$3.75 million. Basketball kids
sign for a million before they
get out of high school.
Professional sports are on a
big money binge and the natu-
ral spinoff is a new breed of
men with black satchels — the
agents. Few top-flight pro stars
would be caught dead without a
manager — or a cordon of fi-
nancial advisers -- at their el-
bow.
"You can blame the United
States' loss to Mexico in the
Davis Cup on the agents," said
Bill Talbert, a former Davis
Cup captain and current chair-
man of the U. S. Open Cham-
pionships at Forest Hills. "If it
hadn't been for the rivalry be-
tween Bill Riordon and Donald
Dell, Connors probably would
have played on the Davis Cup
team.''
Riordon is Connors' manager.
He and his client are at war
with Dell, who manages some
of Connors chief court rivals —
Stan Smith, Arthur Ashe and
Charles Pasarell among others.
Dell also is counsel for the
Association of Tennis Profes-
sionals, a union of the top pros.
Connors is suing them and the
French Tennis Ass‘viation for
$10 million because he was
barred last year from the
French Open.
Big purses and agents' de-
High School Scores
Marshall County 88 Ballard
Memorial 81
Calloway County 96 Reidland 78
Fancy Farm 103 Palmersville,
Tn. 57
Mayfield 88 Farmington 59
Lowes 85 Fulton City 73
Lone Oak 70 Heath 53
Hickman County 60 Sedalia 48
St. Mary 106 Symsonia 66
Cuba 83 Wingo 78
Trigg County 90 Crittenden
County 76
Predictions: 8-2 bringing
season record to 124-32 (.795).
Freshman Bernard King
Leads SEC In Scoring
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. ( AP (—
Tennessee freshman Bernard
King leads 10 Southeastern Con-
ference basketball scorers who
are averaging more than 20
points per game.
The 6-foot-5 King took over
the lead this week by hitting 42
points against Georgia Satur-
day. His average is 27.9 per
game.
Last week's leader, Jack Dor-
sey of Georgia, is second with
27.5, and Tennessee's Ernie
Grunfeld is third at 24.7. --
Leon Douglas of Alabama
continues to lead the confer-
ence in rebounds, pulling down
13.1 missed shots a game. King
is second with 12.5, followed by
Mike Mitchell of Auburn with
11.6.
Doug Ashworth of Tennessee
continues his assault on the
nets with_a 75 per cent inarkin
field goal shooting. He has hit
66 of 88 shots in 17 games.
Teammate King is second with
64.9 per cent, followed by Flori-
da's Mike Lederman at 63.4.
Deadly Don Bostic of Florida
holds the top spot in free
throws, hitting 40 of 44 for 90.9
per cent. Teammate Bruno
Caldwell runs second with 88.2
per cent. Eddie Johnson of Au-
burn's 85.6 per cent is third.
Tennessee's Rodney Woods
leads his teammates to more
scores by averaging 8.6 assists
per game. Mike Darnall of
Louisiana State is second at 6.9,
with Auburn's Johnson third at
5.7.
The statistics were compiled
by the SEC commissioner's of-
fice in Birmingham.
BIR.MINGHAM, Ala ,AP, — South-
eastern Conference individual statistics m


































Dauglas. 41a. la 234 13.1
!Dag, Tenn 16 707 113
Mitchell, Aub. 16 116 11.6
limey, Ga. ----Hxxxxl1P-191112---















IS 176 271 64.2
39 MI 162 63.4




70 40 44 901
1667 76 162
9677 90 85.6
la 18 12 941
II 40 le 64.0
18 U 76 84.0
Emmert Chiropractic
903 Sycamore Center 75 3 9909
Beginning February 1 our office will be closed all
day Tuesdays
New Hours
Mon . Wed., Thurs 8 Fri.
800 a. m. to 12:00 Noon
.and 2:00p. m. to 6:00p. m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 1200 noon
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. We ask the right
questions. We dig for every honest
deduction. We want to leave no
stone unturned to make sure you




THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
UP" ' 6,0.11.4 PAL, 6-0 W., Paw 71.1-02161
US IPPINIMMIT Ifi(l1111111
mands have dulled what in the
past was a patriotic fervor -
in the case of Americans to
"win one for Uncle Sam."
"This is not true just in ten-
nis — it is pervading all
sports," said Fred Corcoran,
director of the International
Golf Assneiation and former
tour manager for the PGA.
"It's one reason I got out of the
business. I found little heart
left."
Talbert said the Davis Cup
format will have to be changed
if the event into survive.
"How are you going to get
players to give up their time
for 16 to 20 weeks — that's
what it takes — when there is
so much money to be won on
the tour?" he asked. "Besides,
agents call the shots."
College Calendar
Lafayette 74, Lehigh 57
Syracuse 97, St. Bonaventure
89, OT
Bentley 106, Tufts 89
SOUTH
N. Carolina St. 92, Clemson
89
Elon at Gardner-Webb, ppd.,
snow
W. Virginia St. 66, Glenville
56




(MURRAY LEDGER 6+ TIMES) John Henderson Likes
PORTS Playing Against Cavs
Bruins Move To Second
In College Cage Poll
NEW YORK (AP) — Every-
one knows who's No. 1 in the
college basketball poll. It's un-
beaten, untied and unafraid In-
diana.
But who's No. 2? Seems like
everytime someone sneaks into
the second position they
promptly get whipped and fall
back.
Take North Carolina State,
for example, which is just what
Maryland did. No sooner did
the Wolfpack move back into
the No. 2 position than they
dropped a one-point decision to
the Terrapins.
By The Associated Press This week's poll finds UCLA
EAST in the No. 2 spot, replacing
Providence 65, IYown-Trei Korth Carolina State which
Maryland 86, Virginia 79 tumbled all the way to sixth.
The Bruins, 15-2, collected 838
points from a nationwide panel
of sports writers and broad-
casters on the strength of a vic-
tory over arch-rival Southern
California. They were fourth
last week.
Indiana, 20-0 through last
week, was a unanimous choice
for the top spot. The Hoosiers
polled all 50 first-place votes
for a neat 1,000 points after
beating Illinois and Ohio State.
Louisville, 15-1, remained in
Marquette 69, Wisconsin 63 the No. 3 position after beating
N. D. St. 76, Moorhead, Minn. New Mexico State and North
60 -,Texas • State. The Cardinals
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 56, Texas 52
Texas Tech 72, Baylor 61
Texas A&M 102, SMU 77
Rice 88, TCU 67 record and 651 points. Ken-
FAR WEST tucky, 15-2, held the No. 5 spot.
Air Force 64, N. Colorado 56 The Wildcats collected 623
picked up 800 points.
Maryland, up from eighth fol-
lowing its victory over N.C.
State, was fourth with a 14-3
MURRAY STATE'S J.V. CHEERLEADERS—The 1974-75Murray State University Junior Varsity Cheerleaders are: (topNets Teeters, a freshman from Wickliffe: (second row) DanaLaRue, freshman from Salem: (third row, left to right) DavidGreen, freshman from Russellville; Melody Coomes, freshmanfrom Owensboro: and Terry Reed, student advisor, sophomorefrom Fulton; (bottom) Juana Stockdale, freshman from Haul
PERFECT CATCH —Juana Stew-Adele of Hamel was
perfectly by her partner Terry Reed of Fulton in this pro.
41-ssien. lithhrStuckdale, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jam,
Slockdale, is a freshman nursing major. Reed, a sophon,
speech major, is the non of Mrs. Ora Reed and is the stud
vonsor for the squad
points after trimming Van-
derbilt and Mississippi State.
North Carolina State, 13-3,
headed up the second five. Ala-
bama, 15-2, was up two spots to
seventh. Southern California,
13-3, dropped two places to
eighth. Oregon, 15-2, jumped
from llth to ninth. And Arizona
State, 17-2, advanced from 12th
to 10th.
Marquette, 13-3, was 11th, fol-
lowed by North Carolina, 11-5;
La Salle, 16-3; Notre Dame,
116; Tennessee, 13-3; Clemson,
11-7; Arizona, 14-4; Creighton,
15-4; Rutgers, 14-4; and Penn,
14-4.
The Top Twenty, with first-
place votes in parentheses, sea-
son records and total points.




















Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Auburn, Boston
College, Centenary, Depaul,
Furman, Holy Cross, Kansas,
Kansas St., Lafayette, Memphis
St., Minnesota, Nevada-Las
Vegas, New Mexico St., Pan
American, Purdue, South Caro-
lina, Stanford, Syracuse, Texas






























John Henderson has a thing
about the Cleveland Cavaliers.
The 6-foot-3 Atlanta Hawks
rookie guard is averaging 12
points a game. But against the
Cavaliers, Henderson pumps in
25 points a game.
"I don't know why I do well
against Cleveland," Henderson
said after leading the Hawks to
a 111-97 National Basketball As-
sociation victory Tuesday night.
He scored 27 points.
"Maybe they bring something
out of me," the Hawks' No. 1
draft choice from the Univer-
sity of Hawaii said.
Henderson scored 14 of his
points in a third-period surge
Defending Title
NEW YORK (AP) —Roberto
Duran of Panama will defend
his world lightweight boxing
championship March 2 in Pan-
ama City against Ray Lampkin
of Portland, Ore.
Duran, 23, has won 47 fights,
40 by knockout, and lost just
once, to Esteban De Jesus.
Larrinkin is 28-3-1 and ranked
as the No. 2 contender by the
World Boxing Association. The
fight will be telecast live to the
United States by CBS-TV.
BOXING
MEXICO CITY — The World
Boxing Council said it will not
sanction the March 24 Muham-
mad Ali-Chuck Wepner heavy-




Frazier has become his own
manager, obtaining a license as
a manager from the Pennsylva-
nia State Athletic Commission.,
- -TENNIS
CLEVELAND — London's
Virginia Wade defeated Laura
DuPont of Charlotte, N.C. 6-4,
1-6, 6-3 in the first round of the
professional women's tennis
circuit tournament.
that saw Atlanta break away
from a one-point halftime lead,
49-48, to an 83-71 margin going
into the fourth quarter.
The Hawks broke a f our-
game losing streak, posting
only their second victory in
their last seven games.
"We've got to win to get in
the playoffs," said John Drew,
another Atlanta rookie. "Before
tonight we figured we have to
win 21 of 28 to make it. Tonight
was a good night to start."
Drew wound up with 20 points
and 17 rebounds.
In other NBA games Tues-
day, Philadelphia toppled Buf-
falo 111-105 in overtime, New
York romped past Los Angeles
109-94, Chicago stopped Port-
land 102-90, Golden State nipped
Houston 107-105 and Phoenix
edged Washington 90-89.
Warriors 107, Rockets 105
A 38-point performance by
Rick Barry was just enough as
the Golden State Warriors
weathered a Houston rally that
Just fell short in the game's
waning moments.
Calvin Murphy paced Hous-
ton with 24 points while Cliff
Meely added 21.
- Bulls 102, Trail Blazers 90
PriCe °°'IturdaY
Bob Love burned the nets
with 38 points and the Bulls
grabbed 32 rebounds off the of-
fensive boards to romp past
Portland. It was Chicago's
fourth consecutive victory and
their 12th in the last 16 games.
76ers 111, Braves 105 OT
Philadelphia blew a 19-point
second period lead, then had to
scramble from behind to tie
Buffalo and send the game into
overtime. Fred Carter scored
six of his 35 points and Billy
Cunningham made two big
plays in the extra session for
the 76ers' victory.
Knicks 109, Lakers 94
Guards Earl Monroe and
Walt Frazier scored 20 points
apiece as the New York Knicks
broke a two-game losing
streak.
Lucius Allen paced the La-
kers, who now have lost three
straight, with 23 points.
Suns 90, Bullets 89
The Phoenix Suns came front
behind in the second half and
nipped Washington behind
Dick Van Arsdale's season-high
30 points.
Elvin Hayes paced the Bul-
lets, who led by 15 points early
in the game, with 22 points.
. —......






Get to know us; you'll Ilse us.
PRICESCUT 25%
POLIELAS— - -WHITEWALLS-
Save 1025 to 515 now through Saturday• —
Regularly 39_25 .• -...  P'.V.,:i -,. ,.... .





!,A78-13 plus $177 F El. and tire off your cat s
PolyglasCustom Potter Cushion





Phis F.E T and
tire off your car
of good reasons. Resilient polyester cord body D78-14 $43.80 $32.$5 62.18
for smooth-riding comfort. Tread-firming fiber-
A
F78-14 548.15 Pt 10 $2.47glass belts for road-holding traction. use-
proved tread design that really delivers on mile- G78-14 $50.20 $37.65 52.62
age. This is a tire featured on many of the 1975 1178-15 $51.55 536.65 $2.69model cars. For three days only, Polyglas white-
at 25% off. Save now H78-15 $5535 $o.so $2.92walls are special priced












LUBE AND OIL *550 Up to Sots of
maw brand
• Complete chassis lubrii ation A oil change • Helps multi eta& oil
ensure longer wearing parts 14 smooth. quiet
performance • Please phnn, for appointment
FRONT-END ALIGNMENT 1085
• Complete analysis A alignment corre cars ttion to increase 
Most U S
some import
ts — Partstire mileage and improve steering salmi. • Precivon extra onlyequipment used by trained professionals • Includes 11 neededDatsun. Toyota. VW 
,
• With electronic equipment our isMIZI i
professionals fine.tune your ..,.: -O is'_
engine. installing new points
plus. a condenser • Helps
maintain a smooth running 
Ft
engine for maximum gas mileage





BRAKE OVERHAUL '5495 u S drumtype cars—all• Our prolesmon•ls install new linings. seals. springs. four wheels
fluid A preciston-grind drums • Analysis of total braking
system by trained experts to ensure safe, dependable service
you can trust • Any new wheel cylinders. if required. only $10 each
r"GO OD/YEAN 6 Wavs. to Pay•0. Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• flankAmericard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
South 12th & Glendale - Phone 753-0595'
Reg, Store Hours: Mon. & Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat 7:30 to 5:30
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BEL-AIR SHOPPPIG CENTER
We Accept U. S.Government Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
1/4 Loin
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Sports Action To Pick Up On Saturday
This has been one of those unusual but very
welcome light weeks as far as local sports is
concerned.
With both Murray High and Calloway
County getting Tuesday and Friday off, the
pace has been running rather slow, which has
been allowing me time to catch up on some
other things.
One of those other things, incidentally, is
football. And for Murray High football fans, I
urge you to read tomorrow's sports section
about the upcoming season.
Things will swing back to full speed ahead
beginning Saturday as Murray State and
Calloway County both have games on tap.
Let's begin with the Lakers.
Calloway County will play at Paducah
Tilghman Saturday to begin the toughest part
of the Laker schedule. In following games the
Lakers play Mayfield, Heath, Hopkinsville,
Reidland and Hickman County, with the last
three being on the road.
The Lakers will have to have a super game
to even stay close to Tilghman. The Tornado
just two weeks ago blew off a Cape Central
team that had a highly-touted 6-9 center and
they can well do the same to Calloway
County.
The team that handed the Lakers their
worst defeat, Christian County, is ranked in
the top 10 in the state. And Christian County's
only loss all season long has been to Tilgh-
man. So that just sort of gives an indication as
to how tough the Tornado are.
Murray High will not play again until
Tuesday when they go to South Marshall to
meet Marshall County, a team that won 88-81
last night at Ballard. Just last week, Ballard
edged the Tigers 76-73 at Murray.
But what everyone is really talking about in
town is Saturday's jayvee game at Murray
State.
That's when East Arkansas Community
College will take on the Racer jayvees.
The high-scoring Jaguars are made up of
three Murray High players, Porter and
Tyrone McCuiston and Danny Hudspeth; and
two Carlisle County players, John Martin
and Mike Woods.
Later this week, Ill be devoting a column to
the game, which will get underway at 5:30 p.
M.
Frosh Tourney
The First Annual Marshall County Fresh-
man Basketball Tourniunent_filjtte helcUlus
year at Benton Junior High.
Ott Fetirtutry 17-at 11!88 fs. rt., Murray High
will play Calloway County. It will be the third
time this season the teams have met, with the
Tigers taking the previous two.
The second game that night will pit Jetton
against Brazelton.
On the 18th, host Benton will play North
Marshall at 6:30 p. m. while in the nightcap,
Carlisle County will tangle with South Mar.
The winners of the first night's games will
play at 6:30 p. in. on the 20th while second
night winners meet at 8 p. m. on the 20th.
Then at 8 p. rn. on the 22nd, the cham-
pionship game will be held. Prior to the
championship contest, a consolation tilt will
be held at 6:30 p. m.
Tennis Ratings
The state tennis rankings are out and a host
of Murray players are listed.
Mel Purcell is rated as the top 16-year-old in
the state with Mark Buechler of Louisville
second, Paul Lang of Louisville third, Greg
Adams of Richmond fourth and Danny
Gunther of Louisville fifth. Brent Austin of
Murray is ranked 17th.
Most people will remember these names
because the State Junior Closed Tennis
Tournament has been held in Murray for the
past two years. This summer, however; the
tourney is scheduled to take place in Rich-
mond.
In the 10-year-old boys singles, Paul Austin
of Murray is ranked seventh while Mark
Austin is ranked 10th. They are the third-
ranked doubles team in the state, in their age
division.
Jill Austin is ranked third in the girls 14-.
year-old singles while Mary Smock, now
living in England, is ranked 10th. _
In the 12-year-old girls singles division,
Kathy Outland of Murray is ranked first.
In the doubles, she and Laura Ramser of
Lousiville are the top-ranked pair.
Win Meal At Rudy's
David Miller of 1668 Calloway Avenue and
David Tinkle of White Hall are the winners of
the free meal at Rudy's contest last week.
They correctly identified Tom Pandolfi as
the person who scored the first touchdown in
Stewart Stadium.
Miller is a sophomore at Murray High while
Tinkle is a junior business major at Murray
State and is from Louisville.
Starting today, we'll go back to the usual
once-a-week contest instead of every other
week.
And to start back on the regular routine,
I've come up with a tough one for this week.
But any avid football fan, say like from
around 40 and above, should remember this
one.
This question will be a choice, you can
answer either one of the two parts.
"It was the greatest sports hoax of all time.
The amazing young runningback shattered
all sorts of records. His team vaulted into the
top 20 in the nation. The scores were un-
believable, like 72-0, etc.
"But guess what. There wasn't such a
school or player. Someone had been making
phony calls to the wire services. So, for the
free meal at Rudy's name either the player or
the school he played for, or that is, the school
and player that never really existed."
If you think you have the answer, call me at
5 p. m. Friday at 753-6977 and if you are the
first with the ON I vt.t answer, you'll win up to
82.50 of your choice on the menu at Rudy's. •
Gordie Howe Continues To Be
Chip Off Of The Young Block
By The Associated Press
Gordie Howe is a chip off the
young block.
Mark Howe continues to
score goals for Houston's World
Hockey Association team, his
famous father continues to
follow suit — and the Aeros
continue to win games.
Both father and son got into
the act Tuesday night with a
goal apiece as the Aeros solidi-
fied their hold on first place in
the West Division with a 4-3
overtime victory over the In-
dianapolis Racers.
"I felt a little rough on the
first shift, then I got a little
wind back," said Howe, the for-
mer National Hockey League
star who will be 47 next month.
"Tonight I was happy. The goal
I got was a good one."
Howe, who scored his 21st
goal of the year, added with
good-natured humor:
"The kids put me in. If I had
missed that, they'd have been
mad."
Mark Howe, one of two of
Howe's children who play with
him on the Aeros, scored his
13th goal this year. And Jim
Sherrit fired in his 15th goal of
the season with 1:08 gone in
sudden-death overtime.
In the night's other WI-IA
games, the San Diego Mariners
whipped the Toronto Toros 8-4
and the Edmonton Oilers
nipped the Baltimore Blades 1-0
in overtime. In the National
Hockey League, the Buffalo Sa-
bres trimmed the Detroit Red
Wings 6-1, the Toronto Maple
Leafs beat the St. Louis Blues
5-3; the Chicago Black Hawks
tied the Kansas City Scouts 3-3
and the Pittsburgh Penguins
nipped the Vancouver Camas






Mariners 8, Toros 4
Winger Wayne Rivers scored
three goals and assisted on two
more to lead San Diego's romp
over Toronto. Defenseman Ke-
vin Morrison chipped in two
goals and two assists as the
Mariners scored five times in
the third period to win going
away.
Oilers 1, Blades 0
Eddie Joyal drilled in a goal
at the 4:15 mark of the over-
time period to lead Edmonton
over Baltimore. Ken Brown
went the distance in the Ed-
monton goal. He had a total of
28 saves for the game.
Sabres 6, Red Wings 1
Rick Dudley ignited a four-
goal Buffalo surge with a goal
and an assist during a four-
minute span in the second peri-
od and the Sabres went on to
beat Detroit.
Maple Leafs 5, Blues 3
Errol Thompson capped a
three-goal Toronto flurry with
an unassisted score in the sec-
end period and lielpecl the
Maple Leafs beat St. Louis.
Black Hawks 3, Scouts 3
Chicago's John Marks scored
his 11th goal of the season with
1:03 remaining to give the
Black Hawks a tie with Kansas
City.
Kansas City took a 3-2 lead
Wth 6:34 left to play when
Jean-Guy Legate scored a pow-
er-play goal on a 25-foot shot
from the right of goalie Tony
Esposito,
Penal= 3, Csaacks 2
Jean ProvonositaNted to tan
goals and goalie Michel Masse
kicked out 36 shots as Pitts-




 INES) Terps And 'Pack Both
PORTS  Take Hard-Fought Wins
Cub Scout Pack 37 Has
Derby Winners Honored
The monthly meeting of Cub
Scout Pack 37 was held at
Robertson School on Thursday,
January 30.
Den Five conducted the flag
ceremony. Den Four en-
tertained the group with a re-
enactment of Man's First Trip
to the Moon (July 19691.
The highlight of the evening
was the running of the Space
Derby. Each Cub wound up his
personally constructed
spacecraft and let it ride the
wire in competitive heats. Heat
winners were: David Robinson,
Todd Lawson, Karl Flood, Phil
McClure, Danny Fleming, Chris
Clark, Jim Kelly, Chris Greer.
and Kalven Beaver. Winners of
second-place heat ribbons
were: Jim Parks, Rod Key, Jim
Armstrong, Robbie Marquardt,
Ken Mayfield, Brett Puckett,
Shay Guthrie, Robin Adams,
and David Whitten. Third-place
heat ribbons went to Ross
James, David Heathcott, Brad
Brelsford, Michael Spoerner,
Bill Chaney, Wade Smith, Dale
Dycus, Tim Burchfield, and
Gregg Rogers.
In the finals of the Space
Derby, Todd Lawson of Den One
was presented a Cub Scout knife
as the first-place winner. Cub
Scout wallets went to second-
place winner Chris Greer of Den
Five and Danny Fleming of Den
Six who was third.
These Cubs earned awards
since last month's meeting:
Den One - Wolf, Gold Arrow,
Silver arrow to Jimmy Kelly,
David Whitten, Joey George.
Bobcat to Andy Parks. One
Silver arrow to Robert Kon-
dratko and Brad Brelsford.
Wolf, Gold arrow, Two silver
arrows to Todd Lawson.
Den Two - Two Silver arrows
to Dale Dycus, Ross James. One
Silver arrow to Steve Beyer and
Jimmy Armstrong. One Gold
arrow to Wade Smith. Wolf to
Brent Blue.
Den Three - One Gold arrow
to Gregg Rogers and Mark
Woods. Wolf to Kalven Beaver.
Wolf and one gold arrow to
Rodney Key. One silver arrow
to Karl Flood, Wolf, Gold and
Silver arrow to Chris Clark.
Den Four - One Gold arrow,
Two Silver arrows to Andy
Jobs,
Den Five - Wolf to Tim Burch-
field, Michael Abbott, John Nix,
Chris Franklin. Wolf and Gold
arrow to Ken Mayfield. Wolf,
Gold arrow, Silver arrow to
Kurt Keeslar.




David Heathcott, Artist; and
Jim Parks, Traveler.
The next event for Pack 37
will be the Blue and Gold Dinner
on Thursday, February 27, at
Robertson School.
New Manager
ANAHEIM, Calif. ( AP) —
Bobby Knoop, the California
Angels' second baseman in the
late 1960s when he was the
team's most valuable player
three times, was hired Tuesday
to manage the team's Quad
Cities farm club in the Class A
Midwest League.
Knoop, 36, was traded to the
Chicago White Sox in 1970 and
finished his major league ca-
reer at Kansas City in 1972. He
was an assistant baseball coach




Yes, Virginia, there is a sani-
ty clause.
Maryland's fourth-ranked
basketball team doesn't a:says
go crazy and the Cavaliers
caught the Terps in one of their
more subdued moments Tues-
day night. But they didn't beat
them.
"It was complacency, I
guess," said Maryland's Moe
Howard after a tight 86-79 vic-
tory over the underpriveleged
Cavaliers. "I know I wasn't
emotionally prepared. I hope
the coach recognizes this and
jumps on us a little more."
The Terrapins' machine is
running in low gear as a result
of last Saturday's victory over
North Carolina State. The same
thing happened after beating
the rough Wolfpack earlier this
year. Coming down from a psy-
chological high, the Terps had
a bad game against Navy and
lost to Clemson and North
Carolina.
Virginia Coach Terry Holland
didn't notice any discernible
difference in the Terps, even if
they themselves felt depressed.
Noting Maryland's 17-point
lead at one time in the first
half, Holland said: "We embar-
rassed ourselves."
In other college basketball
games involving ranked teams,
No. 6 North Carolina State
tripped No. 16 Clemson 92-89
and No. 11 Marquette stopped
Wisconsin 69-63.
Maryland sank eight free
throws in the last 14i minutes,
four by John Lucas, and shook
off underdog Virginia in their
Atlantic Coast Conference
game. The Terps, 15-3 including
6-2 in the ACC, lost most of a
17-point lead in the first half,
then saw Virginia rally from a
74-60 deficit to pull within 78-75 
with 2:10 remaining. -
Lucas, who led Maryland
with 25 points, then missed a
one-and-one free throw before
the Terps converted four con-
secutive bonus situations from
the foul line for their final eight
points. The Terps made 22 of 25
free throws in the second half.
Brad Davis scored 24 points
for Maryland and Howard had
12, giving Maryland's three-
guard offense 61 points.
Andy Boninti topped Virginia,
9-8, with 22 points and Wally
Walker scored 16 of his 20 while
pacing the Cavaliers' second-
half rally. .
David Thompson gave Clem-
son a rude welcome to the na-
tional rankings, scoring 39
points to lead North Carolina
State over the Tigers. But
North Carolina State needed all
of Thompson's firepower to
withstand a furious Clemson
rally in the second half.
Marquette, paced by Earl Ta-
tum's 22 points, finished with a
flourish to defeat arch-rival
Wisconsin for the 10th straight
time.
Marcus McCoy and Bruce
McCauley led the Badgers with
15 points apiece, followed by
Koehler with 14. However, Mar-
quette switched to a zone de-
fense in the second half and
held Koehler to three points in
the last 20 minutes.
Syracuse's Orangemen con-
tinued their surprising season
with a 97-89 victory over St.
Bonaventure as Rudy Hackett
scored 34 points and collected
21 rebounds. The victory im-
proved Syracuse's record to
134
Elsewhere, it was Air Force
64, Northern Colorado 56; West
Texas State 62, North Texas
State 53; Rice 88, TCL1 67; Ar-
kansas 56, Texas 52; Provi-
dence 65, Brown 62; Texas
Tech 72, Baylor 61; Davidson
103, Richmond 79 and Texas
A&M 102, SMU 77.
Kentuckyltate Holds
Off Bellarmine- Charge
By The Associated Press
Bellarmine basketball coach
Joe Reibel saw his team lose a
disappointing 96-87 game to
Kentucky State in overtime
Tuesday night, but his reaction
was: "All I gotta say is we put
out a heckuva effort."
"I sure don't think we have
anything to be ashamed of," he
added.
In other Kentucky college
basketball action, Transylvania
defeated Hanover 80-72 and
Berea won over Pikeville 96-83.
With 25 seconds remaining,
Bellarmine's Bobby Todd had
hit an 18 foot angle shot to send
the game into overtime at 80-
80.
The Thorobreds pulled away
from Bellarmine in the over-
time period, however, using a
strong press and their height
advantage.
Kentucky State, ranked third
nationally among small col-
leges, is now 15-2. Bellarmine is
At Lexington, Jim Bivin
scored 29 points to lead Trans-
ylvania over Hanover. Trans-
ylvania, now 13-6, was never
behind after taking the lead
midway in the first halts--- -
Hanover slipped to 15-5 with
the loss.
A one-game schedule is on
tap for tonight, with Shaw play-
ing at Kentucky Wesleyan.
Home pf Better Value/
for Over $7 Year,. OUPOR - 'DRYJ
 PLAS ASIR
68
CLIP & SAVE COUPON
Magnettc I.d holder Chrome & whlte fintsh.  2.
CLIP & SAVE COUPON
FLASHLIGHT
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TIRE PUMP
166
For tires, toys and a, mattress.,
401
Metal rose. Uses 2 bat-
ten.% (not included). 2 'Si




















CLIP & SAVE COUPON,
PLUMBERS FRIEAD
Force (up
Unclogs drams and toasts
Smooth hardwood handle
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(Turn's Gr. Beef into a Dinner)
Jim Adams IGA
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(Good in Cool Weather)
We gladly accept Food Stamps. 's
If We Sell Out Of An Ad Item
Then We Will Issue a RAIN
CHECK!
Hesmer 24 U. 
ra ers
IGA 491 lb. Box
Beef Stew 89°
Great Northern
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Named as Class Favorftes for the Sophomore and Freshman Classes at Calloway County HighSchool were, left to right, Linda McCuiston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William McCuiston, andTommy Futrell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Futrell, sophomores; Kim Kemp, daughter of Mr. andMrs. Bobby Kemp, and Danny Kingins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins, freshman. Theywere elected by their respective classes in an election sponsored by the Laker Annual Staff.















Long-Debated Question Arises: Slasher Inspired By TV?
LOS ANGELES AP) — Are
killers inspired to murder be-
cause of television shows and
movies'
The long-debated question
arose again when the Los Ange-
les Slasher murders began
after a "Police Story" drama
about a killer of skid row derel-
icts.
The Los Angeles Police De-
partment says there is no con-
nection between the TV show
and the actual murders.
So does the show's producer.
Joseph Wambaugh, the ex-cop
and novelist who is consultant
on "Police Story," agrees, but
he says he has seen criminals
imitate TV and movies "dozens
of times."
Last Nov. 26, ABC-TV broad-
cast a "Police Story" drama
entitled "Love, Mabel."
It was the story of police-
man's wife, played by Michael





























Votentine's Day, at 6 p.m
ONE at every Begley





Learned, who turned to drink.
Her husband, William Shatner,
was investigating murders of
three skid row winos.
On Nov. 30, a skid row in-
habitant was beaten almost to
death. On Dec. 1, another was
discovered with his throat
slashed. It was the first of nine
similar murders — seven in
skid row and the last two in
Hollywood.
"We cooperated completely
with the police department, set-
ting up a screening for them to
review," said Stanley }Canis,
executive producer of "Police
Story."
"We were completely exoner-
ated of any connection with the
Slasher murders; in fact, we
received a commendation for
the excellent handling of the
subject."
Kallis said the TV killer was











































as punishment to himself —
"murders leading to suicide."
The script, written by Jerry
Ludwig, was based on an ac-
tual case, but details were al-
tered.
"The show was really about
the problem of a neglected wife
of a poliCernan," said !Canis.
"There was only a suggestion
of violence, and that came at
the first. We showed a bottle
raised over a man's head, but
didn't show the impact'
"The Slasher started on skid
row, but he has now moved out
Were your local hardware merchant with
national chain buying power We buy for






Nei 25C to 6•4 3 for 290
Be ready for spring sowing
See our big selection now

















tie with wide mouth, 041
twit: On Como Pa emit Came.
With Cowie
,Glues paper, fabrics, leather,
etc Quickly, easily Washes









bah: Oleo Cameo Per Mat Cat..
Deluxe
Crock Pot
Slow low temp cooking in gen -
uine stoneware for beans stew,








Strong Absorbent And they
rinse clean Colors 44





Use Indoors or out
Glossy black or white
11 or 1536/7






2 "C" or "D" Battaries
Popular size for flashlights
and other devices
LaWI: o.. Coop. Poe kWh Cal..,
Krinkle surface helps you get
a good grip 80P8-5/15
Lien. Ow Wow Poo Malt Costemer
Geese
Twelve manuals in one' Inc!
1000 handy charts and illus
trations 628 pages 







Cotton Dust Mop. Min
removes 73.4170. . 3.69
of there, probably because it
got too hot.
Warnbaugh said he had seen
TV and movie crimes repeated
in real life "dozens of times.
"I'm afraid Oscar Wilde was
right and Aristotle was wrong:








Enameled metal fold-up legs
for informal dinin 0456






Inside frosted Standard size
!base, standard shape Choose
)60, 75 or 100 watts 








Of odorless lighter fluid leo)
or crew TT-1/2
Lim - Ow Cowell Pw Aloft Cement..
WINTER '75
5" SANDING DISCS
Pack of 25 assorted fine
medium, coarse grain A25




drill. Fits 54" tables  TT1101
14 Qt. Wastebasket
Large capacity rectangular
container for kitchen, bath
bedroom, etc 1065
Holds 8 gals dry waste
or 6 gals. wet. Exhaust
blower, autom shutoff
when full. Ind 4 wheel
dolly, 1 '/. hose, 2 exten-
sions, acces. 11650-21
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Phone 753.2571
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Fresh Crisp
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
We Redeem U.S. Government Food Stomps
Prices Good Thor Feb. 6 thru Wed. Feb. 12
BA MA
Tissue
••••••••  • ••••••••••••
IPRODUCE9 /
Carrots 1 lb cello bog
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200 C nt 2
Boxes
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•  •• 4 cans $1 [
• 
15-oz. Cans - Mix or Match





v•Pinto Beans f7 USj
'JT1.-'Chopped Kraut gal 1's
Showboat Pork & Beans
."Large Butter Beans eil44)t4\
















































with our coupon below
1/4 ga1.69
Sweepstakes

































20 oz Bag 89c
• Baby Limas Box 






  our coupon below
Porkers Mkt. Coupon
Sani-Flush













18 oz. Corn Flakes 5
with this coupon























































* * "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE' * *
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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Billy Joel To Appear !n Concert At MSU
Billy Joel certainly was not
the first performer to use a
pseudonym before finally
breaking the charts, but when
one starts checking the list of
Cash Box award winners for
any year the comparisons
drastically reduce in number.
First performing on both
coasts, Joel spent three years
before releasing his first solo




ACROSS 2 Leave out
I Mans 3 Emptiest
4   hICknarne Crowd
4 Parent lc oi
  fOxil 1
8 Saucy
42 Wine cup




























































22 Longing regard 43 Near
24 Cooled Lava 33 Armed con- 44 Hebrew
25 Portico flict month26 Pronoun 36 Conjunction 45 Metal
27 Wan 37 Intertwines fastener
28 Appellation of 38 Spirited 48 Host
Athena horeeS 47 Music as
29 Torrid 40 Having a con- whtten30 Parent Icol- slant longing 48 Prefix three
log I 41 Teutonic 9 Male sheep
32 Holds in high de ty 50 Before
ignored. The events of the
period from then until his "Best
New Male Vocalist of 1974"
honors last year contributed
Significantly to his musical
outlook and song composition.
Witlf.1 -Piano Man" and
"Streetlife Serenade" albums
to his credit, Joel storms into
the Murray State Fieldhouse on
Wed., Feb. 19, on the biggest
wave of success in his career.




































Cor. 2nd & Main Sh.
Murray, Ky.
reached the level usually
reserved for the likes of Bob
Dylan, the Beatles, and the
Rolling Stones.
But do no make the mistake of
classifying him into any certain
label, for his act is one of the
mostMconsistant around. He is
disarming regardless of the
mood of those present. Home
for hirn is anywhere there is
electricity and a group of five. .
. from the busy dining clubs to
the late night showspots and the
multitude of engagements in
between.
Showtime at MSU-will tie 7:30
p. m. with usual $4 advance
tickets available for students
with proper identification and
$5 tickets for the general public.
They will go on sale Wed., Feb.
5, at the MSU Student Union






WASHINGTON (API — U. S.
Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky., has
protested use of a 1973 formula
for allocating waste-water tree-
ment funds, saying it would
short-change Kentucky.
The 1973 formula is being ap-
plied to the fiscal 1976 budget
because the funds being allo-
cated were impounded by the
administration of former Pres.
Richard Nixon in 1973.
The federal Environmental
0Protection Agency says the,
funds must be nib-
formula in effims when eC
were impounded.
Under a newer formula in the a..
current fiscal year, Kentucky is Lid
to get about $65 million in EPA
grants. Under the 1973 formula,
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Ideal For Mobile Homes
YOU ALWAYS MAKE MY
SOFT-BOILED EGGS

















"Baby Yourself" with the world's finest
Size 24-oz,
Creigs Isopropyl




Large size 4 6 az tube
Hand Axe
OR
I HAVE I ALWAYS GIVE THEM
A GOOD ONE RED LIGHT AND
SYSTEM ONE GREEN LIGHT
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v. Cleans with Water
























































2. Notice 6. Help It'Vanted
WATXINS PRODUCTS. Call
SOME ONE to live in or Stay753-9992 after 5 p.m.
' with lady nights. Call 753-1800
or night 753-3173.
INTERESTED IN forming





OLD SHOPPE, 1301 Main
Street. We buy, sell, and
restore antiques and-or old
furniture. February special -
tables 4stripped only), square
or round table, varnish finish,
$15.00. Paint finish, $20.00. End
tables, varnished, $9.00 Paint
finish, $14.00. Call 7534240.
5. Lost And Found
LOST--COON Dog, black,
female, plot hound. Area
Southwest Crossland. Call 247-
5542. Puryear,
LOST BILLFOLD please return
papers & pictures. Phone 753-
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plications for production work.
Experienced quality work and
speed. Kentucky Candy Co.
753-4953.
CLERK TYPIST-shorthand,
B.A. and experience helpful.
Pleasing telephone voice. Call
Kentucky Candy Co. 753-4953.
10 Business Opportunity
TWO APARTMENT houses in
Murray. Call 753-7915.













Even if you weren't looking
for a Business Opportunity,
but of course you are, or you
wouldn't be reading this ad.
So, you must be excited over
this unusual proposal and
may begin full or pert-
time. Don't you believe it
would be worth your time to
take a couple of minutes and
find out the details? We need
a Distributor at once to serv-
ice large industrial and com-
mercial accounts. Distributor
will be supplied with signed
service contracts,
These firms eagerly
await this service. If this isn't
for you we won't waste each
others time finding out We
are a large Texas concern
with excellent references that
will withstand your most
vigorous investigation. To
obtain additional information
write Marketing Director, giv-
ing name and phone number
to 10920 Indian Trail, Building
3:17. Dallas, Texas 75229
12. Insurance
I




14. Want To Buy
COINS, ANTIQUE America,
gold, silver, copper. Top
prices. Buy or sell. Call 753-
9232.
BLACK LEATHER love seat.
$75. Call 753-9263.
ANTIQUE DRESSER, sanded
and ready to be painted. Call
753-8014.
DEEP FRIGIDAIRE freezer,
-like new. G. E. stove, and"
other miscellaneous items.
753-9661 after 6.30.
LIVING ROOM suite, good as
new, perfect condition. Couch
makes bed. Also stereo and
stand. Sell cheap. 753-5611 or
see at 708 Poplar.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales











organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee. and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
REPOSSESSED SPINET Piano, to tran-
sfer in vicinity If you are reaponsibli
local (amity you can assume small mon-
th') payments and save one-third Write
Credit Dept. Joplin Piano Co. Joplin,
Mo &WI
DOCORDER REEL to reel tape
deck, excellent condition. Call
753-2746.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, pinittpt service.


















plow SE cultivator. Phone 753-
1977.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.
641 FORD tractor with equip-
ment in good condition. Call
753-2987,
24. Miscellaneous
U. S. SILVER dollars 1878-1935
66.00 each. Other U. S. coins,
buy or sell. Phone 753-9573.
NO REGRET, the best yet;
Blue Lustre cleans carpets
beautifully. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well Gift
536 CASE tractor. Also AC 72
1)104 POWER MIKE, lilte new.WOODEN HIGH Chair.--Cali--combine. Call 436-2139 after 4
753-0515. $30.00. One jet type shallow
well pump and 30 gal tank,
-158. Call 753-7581.USED SET of bunk beds, kit-
chen metal wall cabinets.
Phone 992-8436,
15. Articles For Sale
SEASONED WOOD for sale
7534527
CUSTOM MATTRESSES one-
third off factory to you. Made
any size or kind for antique
bed, home, trailer, camper.
Rebuild old rnaitresses. One
day free estimates. West
Kentucky Mattress, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Ky. 443-7323.
PRECUT, PICTURE frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
20. Sports Equipment
16' SAILBOAT tralle.r. 21,500..
247-3541 after 4:00 p.m.
MODEL 12 Winchester pump.
Call 753-0864
15 FOOT Aluminum Boat, 33
HP, trailer, depth finder,
trolling motor, 753-3621 or 753-
2863 after 5 p.m.
22. Musical
PUMP ORGAN repair and
antique piano rebuilt. W.
Lucian Smith, Route 1, Box 40,
Mansfield, Tennessee, 18236.
THREE MONTH old Ovation
EARLY AMERICAN living solid electric guitar and case. OAK FIREWOOD for sale.room suite. Phone 435-4484 $375. or take over payments. 612.50 per rick, delivered. 436-after 3:30 p.m. Call 753-4356 or 753-4843. 2315.
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
Compost consisting of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94. 753-4147.
- Annual
Sale


































IS GOING TO EAT





























HAMMARLUND NO HQ 180A
communications receiver,
also Realistic No. STA-80
stereo receiver. Realistic No.
LAB 24B record changer.
M70 Winchester .243 Magnum,
Browning automatic 12 guage
shotgun. Call 489-2577.
ONE NEW and one used 3,000
watt recessed wall heaters. 625
and $15. Call 753-5387.
NEW HAND made quilts,
machine quilted. 436-2590. 1
26. TV-Radio
SIX-CHANNEL Realistic
mobile citizens' band radio.
Like new, less than six months
old. Chanels 1, 10, II, 13, 14,
and 23. $80 firm. Call 753-6740.
27. Mobile Home Sales
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Space, and tames for families
lily. Small Parks, 5uperior,
a('comodations, exclusive
residential. area. South 16th
Street . Plane 753-3855.
27 Mobile Home Sales
DOUBLE-WIDE, 24 x 52,
carpeted, gas heat, located at
Riviera Court, Small down
payment, loan transferable.
Call 753-6526 or 753-9142




24 x 60 'THREE bedroom, two
full baths, all electric, central
heat and air. Dishwasher
garbage disposal, washer, and
dryer included. Priced right-
phone 437-4552 after 5:30 p.m.
Also 1968 Mercury Park Lone,
all power.
LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake on 100 x 198 lot, on con-
crete slab. Water, electricity,
and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good,
owner will finance at simple 8
----per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only $10200 for all of





*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
(Highway 94).
29, Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 60 TRAILER at Dill's
Trailer Court. Couples only.
Call 753-1551.
10' TRAILER with two
bedrooms added on. Carpeted,
completely furnished. Water
furnished.29. Mobile Home Rentals 
Phone 753-6920.
12 a * TWO BEDROOM, all
electric, washer and dryer.
Water furnished. Phone 474-
2397.
WANTED: SOMEONE to share
expenses on two bedroom
trailer, central heat and air,




We can professionally steam clean your carpel,
For Information of Free Estimates
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MAIL Check or Money Orderto:










































































Including such extras as
Tinted glass, four-season air conditioning,
wer brakes, V-8. turlaa_hydramatic trona, 
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"e4*ePie acta'ittelaY WANTADS
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO NICE, all electric. One 12
x 50, never occupied. Prefer
couples. Garden space
available with 12 x 50. 767-4055
after 6 p.m. or 753-8835 any
time.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartments, furnished or
unfurnished at 1214 Peggy Ann
Drive and 1601 College Farm
Road. Call 492-8225.
TWO ROOM furnished apart-
ment. Call 753-4598.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, close to MSU,
available now, all electric,
very nice. 753-4478 or 753-6199.
DUPLEX, LOCATED on
Duiguid Drive, two bedroom
unfurnished, stove, dish-
washer, patio, washer and
dryer hook-up. 753-1262 or 753-
7154.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOM FOR RENT- private
entrance, all utilities paid,
kitchen privileges. 753-1387
34. Houses For Rent
TO RIGHT couple, no pets, two
bedroom modern house, well
insulated, electric heat, city
water. Four miles east on 94.
753-9409 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
SELL OR trade, 3 bedroom near
university. Call 753-7989.
THREE BEDROOM brick
house, carpeted, garage. Nice
neighborhood, near shopping
center. 753-3265 after 4:30.
TWO BEDROOM brick house,
close to MSU, electric heat and
air, washer, dryer,
refrigerator, and range fur-
nished if needed. Very nice.
753-4478 or 753-6199.
36. For Rent Or Lease
TWO BEDROOM duplex,
carpeted, stove and ,
refrigerator furnished. $125
per month. Call 753-8500.
MURRAY MANOR - all new.
all electric. unfurnished one.
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-86611
38. Pets - Supplies
WE1NARANER, AKC, female,
11 months old, affectionate,
housebroken, good retriever
and watch dog. Reasonable.
489-2683 after 5 p.m.
TWO MINIATURE Poodles
$35.00 each. Call 435-4360.
Notice
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342.
37. Livestock - Supplies












Boarding and grooming. Pickup and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.
41. Public Sales
BIG OPEN house garage sale.
Everything goes cheap in-
cluding the four bedroom
frame house. Lots of furniture,
antiques, and misc. Thursday,
Friday, Saturday, 9-5. One
mile out 121 South.
43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our Office. We
late to talk REAL ESTATE.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time h
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street,i53-7724.
44. Lots Filf Sale
KENIANA 'SHORES-Now is
the time to select your lake lot
at 1974 prices. We have large
lots for only $895 and king size
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
May be purchased for $10
down and 1 per cent per
month. Central water, all
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
sections. We will be happy to





FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. MO
per month. Hook-up for




See: Hugh Wright, Jerry Boyd or J. H.
Nix
641 South Phone 753-2617
NINETEEN ACRES-13 ten-
dable -6 wooded - two year old
house-farrowing house. (Near
South Pleasant Grove). Wilson
-Real Estate, 753-3263. Ronnie
436-4567, Loretta 753-6079, Ron
753-1607, Wayne 753-5086.
BY OWNER-32 acres, brick
house, good well and well
house, tool shed, tobacco barn,
stock barn, at Lynn Grove.
435-4564.
PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, February 8th, 10:00 A. M., 1975
Kentucky Lake Property
Sale will be held on site 1 mile south of Buchanan Boat Dock - only .2 mile off blacktop. FromParis follow Highway 79 - 10 miles to Eagle Gift Shop - turn east on to Buchanan Resortblacktop - go 1.7 miles and turn onto gravel road across from Gream's Grocery. Watch forsale signs. 51.6 Acres Selling at Auction
This acreage property has 940' feet of frontage on the Old Paris and Mouth of Sandy Road.Land consists of rolling hills in pasture and woods. Has 2 open fields on the road with ex-cellent building sites.
We ask you to consider the
location of this property for develop-
ment or investrnent. Lake and
recreational type property has
proven to be one of the fastest
growing investments a person can
make. This property is only a short
distance from Buchanan Dock &
Resort, mile from modern
Russwood Shores Development,
very close to Mansard Island Resort
plus numerous other areas. Don't
miss this opportunity to purchase
this tract 1
Terms: 20% down sale day - balan-
ce within 10 days upon deed transfer.
Possession with deed.
Note: Previous owner retained
of mineral rights and property will
be sold subject to this. No rights
have been sold off.
For Men eferotetioa Canted
• Herman & Ida Keith, Owner Paris, Tenn.. or
Moody Realty Company -
Elliott E. Moody, Realtor 414 Tyson Ave.- Pho. 642-5063 Paris, Tenn.
Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
llawrvin f. Alexander, Auctionow lic No 67
' Mono S1174214 -
Terry Myr
344-2709









IrE111-iER WE'RE GEraNG A FLAT OR YOU'RE
DRIV146 55. 'THEY/RE ALL HONKING THEIR
HORN5 13,40( *THERE .1'
45. Farms For Sale
NINETEEN ACRE farm, 6-10
mile off North 16th Street on
Poor Farm Road, blacktop-
ped. 753-2290.
7a ACRE FARM, plus a lot of
buildings, all fenced. Call 753-
5618.
6. Homes For Sale
NEW LISTING: By owner -
three bedroom brick.
Keenland Subdivision. Central
heat and air, gas grill, fully
carpeted, living-dining
combination, separate den,
large utility, double carport
with storage. Reasonable. 75$-
2485.
NEAR NEW Concord, 25 acres
with water. Approximately
mile highway frontage on 121.
Mostly wooded. Has two-
bedroom house. For more
information, call 436-2516.
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner
Two bedroom brick on
Waldrop Drive across from
university. All electric, shag
carpet. House built by owner,
very convenient, plus very
easy to heat and cool. On nice
lot 194 by 75, $22,500. Call after
five week days any time
weekends. 753-3324.
FIVE ACRE tracts in restricted
development only minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Located
on blacktop road just north of
Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
phone are at the property.
Financing available. Low
down payment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. 502) 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
1974 DOUBLE WIDE mobil(
home on 11 acres overlooking
small lake. land is fenced for
stock, excellent location, four
miles from town, two miles
from North Elementary
School. Call Wilson Real
Estate, 753-3263, Residences -
Loretta 753-5079, Wayne 753-
5086, Ronnie 435-4567, Ron 753-
1607.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-three bedroom,
two baths, large utility and
much more, on acre lot.
Located on Hwy. 121 North of
Coldwater. Priced for quick
sale. Phone 489-2399.
FOR SALE or rent - three
bedroom brick house on 1,4
acre landscaped lot in Fair-
view Acres Subdivision. Call
753-7333 before 5 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM house with
seven acres land. Living room,
carport and utility, fully
carpeted, electric heat, Well
water. Near Kentucky Lake.
$13,060. Call 354-8585.
CRAPPIE HOLLOW: Nice
lakefront lot with two bedroom
completely furnished mobile
home that has a screen-in
enclosed den plus a patio and
much more, get ready for that
summer-time fun and fishing,
priced under $8000. Call now to
view. Moffitt Realty, 304 Main,
753-3597.
1629 HAMILTON-good brick
three bedroom home with
carport and basement, large
yard, only one block from
university. Immediate oc-
cupancy. Moderately priced.
Moffitt Realty, 304 Main, 753-
3597.
FOUR BEDROOM frame. All
electric. One mile out 121
South. $9,903. Call 753-9773.
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
baths, sun deck, central heat
and air, gas, double garage,
newly redecorated. Located at
1709 Audabon, Keenland
Subdivision. Call for ap-
pointment. 753-1262 or 753-7154.
47. Motorcycles
1972 YAMAHA 175, ready for
dirt, trail, or track. 753-5686.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 VOLKSWAGEN Fastback
Sedan. $1,000. Call 436-2174.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN, baby
rose, excellent condition. Call








tensions, roofing, painting. No
job too small. 767-6694 or 753-
6680.
1914 CHEVROLET power NEED FIREWOOD or trees
steering, good condition. $300. cut? Call 753-6556.
Call 753-0730.
1968 KENTWORTH TRACTOR.
Sleeper, 250 cununins, ten
speed, air bags, sliding fifth
wheel, twin screw, good
mechanical. Needs tires.
Located four niffes south of
Murray on Paris Highway.
Come to trailer on right. May
be seen any night after 5 p.m.
1972 MAVERICK, blue with
white vinyl top. Automatic,
power, and air, 16-19 mpg.
$1650. Call 753-58300.' after six
753-0724. _
1968 FORD, two door, hard top,
with automatic transmission,
air, new tires. 753-1888 after
6:30 p.m.
1964 INTERNATIONAL Scout,
four wheel drive, price $850.
Can be seen at 910 North 18th
St.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
WILL REPAIR guns or old
clocks, All work guaranteed.
Call 492-8869.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop i old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica works finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEC-
TRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also main-
tenance and repair. All work







Service. Write C. M. Sander),
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farmington.




services. Homes and stores.
753-3351.
FORMER TEACHER will keep
children in my home, five days
a week, Phone 753-5643.
WILL DO babysitting in your




small cabins, concrete work,
general contracting. Call 436-
5330.
54. Free Column
PUPPIES, PART Border Collie
and Great Dane make good
guard dogs. Phone 753-2350
after 3:00 pm.
53 Feed And Seed
RED CLOVER hay. Also new
Holland manure spreader
Call 753-3537
1972 SL 350 Honda, $250. Call
753-9342
1974 YAMAHA 380 Enduro,
excellent condition. Call 527-
7095.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup ,




Thursday, February 27, at 10:00 a.m.
At my office m kirttawa
A consignment sale of tractors, trucks, cars, machinery
and equipment, sponsored by the First Bank and Trust Co. of
Princeton, Ky
You may buy or sell.
Ti eater way Item • Mis We mil 163 3343 earl ad I.. IflW Lowe ea Feel
Milk= or cell IMO. Mali. Ca 301 7251 318-I555 
Maciaromy must be brought in Monday 21 or Tuesday 25, in-
spection Wednesday 26.
Nothing accepted on day
Sale by Thomas White and Sons Auction
and Realty
Kirtmws, Ky. 368 725 366-7084
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
6:30 p.m.
This week, February 7, we have oak center table, round
oak dining table, lot of wicker, spinning wheel, piano stool,
drop leaf oak table, coffee mill, 6 oak chairs, sugar bucket,old wall telephone, old clock.,.. a lot of rosev4le.,,hull in theoar lot of depression giliss, picture frames, meat lock, wash
stand and lots more.
Shorty McBride, No. 247 Auctioneer
 NI\ 
1969 DODGE flat bed dump
truck. 29000 actual miles, A-1
condition $3,750, Call 753-8986
9-5,
1965 FORD Station Wagon. All




tir-po-ris Co. Patio Covers
Let us give you a FREE estimate on energy
saving, maintenance Free, aluminum siding. -
Will Ed Bailey Take Advantoge of Bobby Lawrence
492-8897 Mtd-Wonter Sayings 492-8879
"16:413.:400:41.3:CACCO.....rn.C.0
1969 NOVA 8 cylinder straight " • • -shift with air condition. Runs Spare Time Income
Refilling and collecting money from NEW TYPE high-quality coin-operated dispensers in your area. No selling. Toqualify you must have Car, references, $800 to $4000 cash.Partial financing available. Three to seven hours weekly cannet excellent monthly income. More full time. For personal in-terview writs muLn-vem INC., DEPT, D., 568 Lincoln Aro., Fit-hian/It, Pa. 15282 or col Collect 1124314993. Mato writingMoose include your phone number.
excellent. Phone 7532632.
1964 VOLKSWAGEN, $250.00
Call 753-8717 or 753-0143.
1971 BUICK Skylark, 2 door,
hardtop custom wheels, vinyl
roof, power steering and
brakes, air condition, AM-FM
radio, $1,700.00. Call after 5:00
p.m. 753-6981 or before 5:00
p.m. 753-2355.
1969 DODGE SUPER B, four
speed, 1350. Can 753-785,
1966 MUSTANG, 289 automatic
transmission, white with red
interior. Best offer. 436-5469
after 5:30.
1970 CAMERO, six cylinder,
yellow with black vinyl top.
Excellent condition. Call 436-
5651.
1957 CHEVY. Will sell or trade
for street bike. 753-6673.
5(1:- Campers
13' SCOTTY Camper RAO. 247-
3541 after 4:00 p.m.
CAMP-A-RAM)' Sales, coach-
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
anique. Good used trailers, '2




CARPETS CLEANED or in-
stalled. Expert workmanship
guaranteed on installation.
Free estimate 436-2124 or 436-
2415.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electrk Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,









tiques and old furniture, also
trunks. Located 3,4 miles
north on 641. 753-4955.
..X.:03:0".C.C.4"....:03:4002121CMCMICICh
Physical Conditioning Classes Beginning Now
Professional Individual Instruction Available
Would you like to lose or gain weight, trim down of firm up
those flabby muscles, improve upon your everyday skills?
Enroll Now
in our new physical conditioning classes to be offered begin-
ning February 10 at the -- •
Japanese Intersatimid Karate Center
al at mast 14sis ad Skew
Daytime or 'resins classei available Is all ages, ode or hash-Opdenti 'nom
If you ar• ready for • rebirth, if you want to experience • new
end vital you, time coil now for more information_
753-852.5 or drop by and see us










Including such extras as
Tinted gloss, sport stripes, four speed
wide-range trons. AM radio, deluxe bum-
pers, custom interiors and many others
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc..
See Hugh Wright Jerry Boyd or J. H.
Nix.
641 South Phone 753-2617
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Deaths and Funerals I
A. L McCullough Francis H. Jones
Rites Are Today Dies Tuesday With
The funeral for A. L. Mc- Funeral
Cullough is being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris,
Term., with burial to follow in
the Birds Creek Cemetery.
Mr. McCullough, age 76, a
resident of Whitlock, Term.,
died Monday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Term. A member of the
Church of Christ, he was retired
from the Kentucky-Tennessee
Clay Company.




Waterfield of Murray and Mrs.
Owen Vaughn of Paris, Term.;
three sisters, Mrs. Emma
Steele of Murray and Mrs.
Noble Simmons and Mrs. Otis
Jackson, both of Hazel; one
brother, John McCullough of





Funeral services for Glen
Rogers of Murray Route Seven,
Lynn Grove Community, will be
held Thursday at eleven a. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Hoyt Owen and Rev. A. H.
McLeod officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Glenn Crawford, Lancie Morris,
L. D. Flora, Bobby Kemp, Max
Rogers. and Jackie But-
terworth. Burial will be in the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may_ call at the
funeral home. —
Mr. Rogers, age 45, died
suddenly Tuesday morning
from an apparent heart attack.
He was a member of the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church and had been
employed at the Murray-
Division of the Tappan Com-
pany. Born December 8, 1929,
he was the son of the late
Johnny Rogers and Ima Wilkins
Rogers.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
Hilda Jo McCamish Rogers, to
whom he was married on June
3, 1950, two daughters, Mrs.
Michael ( Beverly) Shelton and
Miss Lisa Rogers, one son,
Michael Glen Rogers, one
granddaughter, Kimberly Jo
Shelton, and one brother,
Eugene Rogers, all of Murray
Route Seven; two sisters, Mrs.
Robert L. (Freda ) Burton of
Murray Route Six and Mrs. J




Final rites for Herman
Scruggs will be held Thursday
at 1:30 p.m at the Rutledge
Funeral Home with Rev. C. E.
Timberlake officiating. Burial
will be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
The wake will be held tonight
(Wednesday) from seven to
nine p.m. at the funeral home.
Mr. Scruggs, age 81, died





father of Mrs. G. H. Crutcher of
Hazel Route Two, died Tuesday
at 2:45 p. m. at his home on
Cadiz Route Five. He was 84
years of age.
Mr. Jones, a retired farmer,
was a member of the Pleasant
Hill Baptist Church. He was a
veteran of World War I and a
member of American Legion
Post No. 74 of Cadiz. Born
January 6, 1891, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the
late Thomas Bennett Jones and
Ada Baker Jones.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ola May Puckett
Jones, and they would have
observed their 57th wedding
anniversary on February 11.
Other survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. G. H. (Robbie
Crutcher of Hazel Route Two
and Mrs. Jessie Compton of
Christian County; one son,
Thomas R. Jones of Cadiz Route
Five; seven grandchildren; two
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with burial to
follow in the Trigg Memory
Acres.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Democratic Economic Program
Taking Shape In Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
confrontations between Presi-
dent Ford and the Democratic
leaders of Congress move
closer, the long-promised
Democratic economic program
is beginning to take legislative
form.
President Ford has chal-
lenged congressional Demo-
crats to match their criticism
of the administration's econom-
ic initiatives with specific pro-
grams of their own.
In response, House Speaker
Carl Albert last week called in
committee chairmen and asked
for pledges that economic and
energy legislation would be re-
ported out by specified dates.
Among the first to respond
was the Banking Committee,
which drew the assignment of
shaping legislation to nudge in-
terest rates downward. It is
now near the end of hearings
on bills to force banks to ex-
tend loans for low-and middle-
income housing and certain oth-
er purposes.
The panel has set a target for
a House vote before the end of
February on the bill, which is
strongly opposed by the Treas-
ury Department and the Feder-
al Reserve Board.
The committee also has
scheduled subcommittee hear-
ings to begin Thursday on vari-
ous proposals to aid the de-
pressed housing industry.
Among the proposals are ones
to inject federal money into the
mortgage market and to lower
interest rates.
The committee has a goal of
reporting to the House by early
March some form of legislation
to make it easier for a prospec-
tive home-buyer to obtain a
mortgage.
Some Democratic-directed
committee activity has been re-
action to Ford proposals rather
than affirmative movement
along alternate lines.
The Ways and Means Com-
mittee, for example, is bringing
to the floor a bill to suspend for
90 days the authority that Ford
used to raise the tariff on im-
ported oil.
Chairman Al Ullman, D-Ore.,
contends passage of this bill is
a necessary prelude to any
Democratic legislation to re-
duce demand for imported pet-
roleum. If the presidential plan
for control by price raising gets
well under way, it will pre-
empt the field, Ullman said.
Ways and Means also is fin-
ishing its version of a tax-cut
bill designed, like Ford's, to
stimulate buying and thereby
the economy. However, the de-
veloping Democratic version is
directed more toward the lower
end of the income scale.
Ullman's proposal would in-
chide no tax rebate for individ-
uals with over $30,000 income.
Ford's plan would allow a re-
bate of up to $1,000 for a family
with $41,000 income and over.
At the lower end of the in-
come scale, Ford's program
would give a taxpayer at the
Career Development Conference
Slated At University February 10
About 300 West Kentucky
students from 17 high school
chapters of the Kentucky
Association of the Distributive
Education Clubs of America are
expected to attend the First
Region Career Development
Conference at Murray State
University Monday, Feb. 10.
They will meet for an opening
session and election of new
officers at 10 a. m. in the
auditorium of the University
School on the campus. Com-
petition in 17 events related to
marketing and distribution will
be held from 12:30 to 5:30 p. m.
and an awards banquet will
begin at 5:30 p. m. in the
ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building.
First and second place
winners in the contests will
advance to the competition at
the state conference in
Louisville March 7-8-9 as
representatives of the First
Region.
The DECA chapter at Murray
State is sponsoring the con-
ference, with assistance from
the alumni chapter of the
Murray Vocational School and
DECA chapter at Paducah
Community College.
Participating DECA chapters
in the conference will be from






Trigg County, Mayfield, Heath,
Lone Oak, Reidland, Paducah
Tilghman, Paducah Area
Vocational Center, West
Hopkins, South Hopkins, and
Madisonville-North Hopkins.
First Region officers are:
Jackie Thomas of Hopkinsville,




Mire or Yellow Gold •
-.9sr.o12-79,2—
riZcir:Assiivicis 





president; Doug Moore of
Marshall County Vocational,
vice-president; Debra Smiley of.
Christian County, secretary;
David Clapp of Mayfield,
treasurer; Phillip Pettus of
Christi-art County7:
parliamentinfran; and Mark
Edwards of Lone Oak, reporter.
Dr. Alberta Chapman,
professor of business education
at Murray State and faculty
adviser to the campus DECA
chapter, said the conference
enables students to acquire
career information and to
further their education through
competition in various areas of
study related to their future
$5,000 level a refund of $12. Ull-
man would give a taxpayer at
the $5,000 level a total tax
break of about $260.
The committee expects to re-
port its tax-cut bill to the House
by the end of February, then
move into energy taxation.
jobs.
JoAnne Roberts of Murray, a
senior at Murray State, is the
president of the DECA chapter
-on the campus.
Contest categories for the.
conference are: advertising,
cashier-checker, DECA Creed,





demonstration, student of the
year, store layout, show card
lettering, manuals, DECA quiz,
and petroleum industry pilot
project.
1.13L.
(Continued from Page 11
any fee—they will be able to
come and go from the
cemeteries as they wish," Dr.
Holland said.
A basic concept for the
development of Land Between
The Lakes is that TVA will have
freedom to adjust the internal
road system to meet current
and future needs. The agency
has responsibility for all county
road maintenance, for building
new roads, and for recon-
structing and upgrading
existing roads that are of value
to the program. This has
resulted in significant cost
savings to the counties. TVA
has spent over $2 million on
upgrading and maintaining
Trigg and Lyon County, Ken-
tucky, roads since 1964.
TVA has recently developed
plans for the permanent road
system within Land Between
The Lakes, which includes
upgrading The Trace ( formerly
Kentucky Highway 453) and
developing a secondary north-
south system to provide scenic
drives and more convenient
access to the Lake Barkley and
Kentucky Lake shorelines.
An important aspect of the
plan is to limit access to the
project off U. S. Highway 68 to a
single entrance it Golden Pond
near the center of Land Bet-
ween The Lakes. The reason for
this is to afford better control of
firearms, vandalism, poaching,
dumping, and other illegal
activities that are otherwise
difficult to regulate. County
roads that now intersect the
highway would be closed to
- make the central access et-
fective, but without exception,
access to cemeteries will be
provided.
For additional information
regarding access to cemeteries
In Land Between The Lakes or
on WA's position on county.
roads, Dr. Holland asked
citizens to write Land Between
The Lakes, TVA, Golden Pond,





Treasury Secretary William E.
Simon said today the govern-
ment must place more empha-
sis on encouraging business in-
vestment and curb growth in
such programs as social secur-
ity, welfare and government
payrolls.
Warning that "some margin
of economic slack must remain
for a period of years to insure
that inflation can be squeezed
out gradually," Simon said the
eventual return to economic
stability depends on growth in
the nation's productive capac-
ity.
"We are not providing ade-
quate incentives for new in-
vestment," he said in testimony
prepared for the Joint Econom-
ic Committee of Congress. "It
is not unfair to say that we are
in a profits depression in this
country."
Corporate profits were up by
71 per cent in face value last
year, Simon said, but after ad-
justing the increase for in-
flation, profits actually declined
by 50 per cent.
Profits provide the money for
new investment and expanded
productive capacity, Simon
said. "Yet, as a nation, we are
rapidly expanding public pay-
ments to individuals but neg-
lecting to provide adequate in-
centives for new investment."
Auto Titles. .
(Continued from Page 11
location stand less chance of
being stolen.
It would appear, from a local
standpoint, that Murray and
Calloway County would benefit 0
more from a locally ad-
ministered title law than other
counties would.
With over 100 dealers in the
Public payments to individ-
uals include social security,
government payrolls and retire-
ment benefits, which contain
cost-of-living clauses which
President Ford has proposed
capping as a spending curb.
Simon said the current reces-
sion will probably wind up as
the worst since World War II,
but "I think there is no pros-
pect whatsoever of a long and
deep economic downturn on the
scale of the 1930s."
President Ford's economists
admit they have been caught
by surprise by the extent of the
nation's sharp recessions and
say future predictions are sub-
ject to "an unusually wide mar-
gin of error."
Chairman Alan Greenspan of
the Council of Economic Ad-
visers made the admission
Tuesday as Ford sent Congress
an economic message that de-
clared, "The economy is in a
serious recession."
The report warned of higher
unemployment yet and said
Americans face a reduction in
their standard of living.
However, Ford said at an At-
lanta news conference that he
believes the economy will im-
prove faster than some experts
have forecast. He predicted the
economy will improve enough
next year to justify his seeking
election in 1976 for a full term
as chief executive.
Ford's advisers say their pre-
dictions were off base in part
because automobile sales
slumped badly in the fourth
quarter of 1974 and the auto in-
dustry was "in a state of col-
lapse."
"Why this happened is still
not entirely clear," they added,
although they mentioned a $400
average increase in auto prices
for 1975 models as one probable
cause.
OUTLAYS FOR AID TO THE UNEMPLOYED
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Miss MSU. . .
Continued from Page 1)
Also in the entertainment
lineup will be the Men of Note
stage band conducted by
George King, Louisville senior,
to provide the pageant music
and the Pageant Trio—Jack
Crook of Greenville, Sarah Hail
of Calvert City and Randy
Wilson of Paducah—for
featured numbers.
Judges for the pageant will be
provided through the Miss
Kentucky organization.
The new Miss Murray State
will be awarded a $200
scholarship, trophy and other
prizes. Four runnersup will
receive trophies and scholar-
ships of $100 for first runnerup,
$75 for second, $50 for third, and
$25 for fourth.
Ticket-sales for the pageant
will begin Monday, Feb. 24, in
the lobby of the Waterfield
Student Union Building on the
campus. Prices are $2 for adult
non-students, $1.75 for students
with identification cards, and $1
for children 12 and under:-
county Calloway is one of the_ _.A10 TO LIN6A46110kfto castsheews out:ate-far aid trileacring ca7 the unemployed as outlined in the federal budget Presidentbusiness, despite a lower
ford is senchng to Congresspopulation than most other
leaders (AP Wir.vholo Chart)
Miss Jennifer Trotter Passes
Pharmacy Board Examination
Miss Jennifer Trotter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Trotter, 313 North Sixth
Street, has been notified that
Jennifer Trotter
she passed the Kentucky State
Pharmacy Board examinations
which were held in Lexington on
January 13 and 14.
Committee Votes To
Freeze Stamps Price
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Agriculture Committee
today voted to freeze the price
of food stamps for the rest of
this year.
The conunittee, on an 11-2
vote, also agreed to seek Sen-
ate approval later in the day
for that bill and a separate res-
olution directing the adminis-
tration to present recommenda-
tions within four months on
how to curb abuses in the pro-
gram.
The freeze, which was over-
whelmingly approved by the
House on Tuesday, would kill a
two-month-old plan by the Ford
administration to raise food-
stamp prices on March 1.
That plan would dismantle a
10-year-old sliding price scale
geared to household size and in-
come and replace it with a flat
requirement that all recipients
pay the legal maximum of 30
per cent of their adjusted net
income for the coupons.
The coupons are redeemable
for a greater dollar amount of
food in retail stores.
The House approved the bill





Methodist Church will begin a
series of studies on "Un-
derstanding Human Behavior"
on Sunday, February' 9, from
5:30 to seven p.m. instead of
Thursday, February 6, as an-
nounced Tuesday, according to
the church pastor, Rev. Jahn
Churchwell.
Speakers will be Dr. Hecht S.
Lackey, Dr. Paul W. Schaper,
and Dr. David C. Roos.
pay for food stamps by-a 374-38
vote. Four Democrats and 34
Republicans, including Minority
Leader John J. Rhodes, R-
Ariz., opposed the bill.
Ford's higher prices will take
effect March 1 unless Congress
acts before then. The adminis-
tration plan is to require food
stamp recipients to pay 30 per
cent of their net monthly in-




Now is the best time to order
pine seedlings from the Ken-
tucky Division of Forestry in
order to be assured of getting
the variety of pine wanted.
-Kentucky has nearly 1%
million acres of idle land that is
growing nothing of value,"
forest rangers say. "Some of
this land is badly eroded or too
steep for cultivation. Some is so
worn out that it can no longer
support any other crop but
trees.
"In some cases natural
woodland has been so abused in
the past that tree planting is
necessary to put the land back
un a proauctive basis. Iviocii on
thls privately owned land does
not earn the yearly taxes paid
on it through property taxes.
This land can only add to soil
and water erosion if left in its
present state.
Now is the time to put a check
on this erosion and waste of
farm acreage. Tree seedlings
for spring planting can be
purchased from the local county
ranger, Albert Wilson, at 436-
2152, or the Kentucky Division
of Forestry District Office in
Mayfield.
Miss Trotter is a graduate of
Murray High School, did her
pre-pharmacy work at Murray
State University, and graduated
from the University of Ken-
tucky School of Pharmacy in
December of '1974.
She is a member of the
Student American Phar-
maceutical Association and
Lambda Kappa Sigma phar-
macy sorority, and was chosen
1974 Sweetheart of Phi Delta Chi
pharmacy fraternity at the
University of Kentucky.
The Murray girl did her in- -
ternship under the supervision
of Gingles Wallis and Jimmy
Ford at Wallis Drugs in
Murray.
Miss Trotter has accepted
employment with Super-X
Drugs in Winchester and will
reside in Lexington.
114,4 STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stocks of local in-
terest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger & Tunes by I. M.
Simon Co. are as follows'
Airco 14% +4,
Amer. Motors 4% unc
Ashland Oil 19% -1/2 _













Prices of stock of local in-
terest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of

































Federal State Market News
Service February 5, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 358 Est, 900
Barrows Si Gilts
higher Sows .50 to
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
US 1-3 190-240 lbs.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 350-450 lbs.
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.
















*Only 1200 Tickets Sold
*Drawing February 8th at 9:00
p.m.
*Event will be Mon. Feb. 10 or
Tues, Feb. 11
*Tickets are being sold by
Jaycees and at each IGA Store
for $1.00
— Sponsored by the Murray -Calloway
County Jaycees
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